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(A) Adventist Head.
(B) Billy Graham Body.
(C) Catholics in the Fall.

Rev. 16:13-16.
The 3-fold Union. GC 588

MUCH OF THIS SHOULD BE REPEATED!
A LETTER FROM HELMUT SCHULZ  11 Southern Terrace-Holden
Hill (5088) South Australia, May 19, 1980.

Dear Brother Hoehn:

This is an S.O.S. letter! Please do regard it at least with concern, I have not heard or read from you for too many years and I am wondering if you are still writing and working? It could be that you are in some sort of trouble. Can I help?

As you know Australia is far away from the Pulsschlag of the church, and we are blindfolded all the time. There are murmurs here the S.D.A. church in U.S.A, and perhaps in your country as well, is split in half by the "NEW LIGHT." Which come through Dr. Ford and others. If I do understand all right, he does away with the Pillars of our Faith. Namely the Sanctuary Message. I learned, or better I did hear that he is almost worshipped here in one of our Colleges like the second redeemer, is all this true?

Whatever did happen at the G. Conference? Nothing does slip through to this far and fair country, all statements are very much quarded indeed.

To me it seems there is a creed of rebellion made up by Brimsmead, Ford and Paxton, as they are all very convincing speakers and persuaders, they could and will deceive many honest souls and together with that rotter Fred Wright, they could wreck more than only the five Foolish Virgins.

Would you, Brother Hoehn kindly send me something of your writings from the last month or so? So to give me your views? As I said before we are here in the dark. Our church launches on building programme one after another. As if our Lord would delay His Coming for at least another 200 years. Money is flowing left right and center. Our ministers are preaching soft sermons which do send us to sleep. While the world around us does perish. Last year I did write to the cassette Ministry in U.S.A. for some cassettes: No reply. Do you know of any group or company which does send cassettes overseas with decent truth inspired sermons on it? If yes, please send me their address. I feel it is better to stay home and listen to some truth, than wasting time at church and get fed the rubbish from the garbage dump of Babylon as you so well expressed it.

Well, that should be all for today, I am looking forward to hearing from you and wish you all the best foremost a good health if that is your problem.

Your Brother in Christ = Helmut Schulz.

(The complete letter. We hope the following pages will give a few Answers. What has happened since 1960?)
I wonder if the Role of False Prophets has not been largely Misunderstood. It is not just the making of "INNOCENT" FALSE TIME-SETTING that is involved. Where we see the insufferable EGOIST raising himself up above the common Herd informing all and sundry that thus and so it shall be. ***

But the Lord steps in and "CHOOSES" his Delusions in other critical areas, so the Lord permits him to go out on a Limb - making this, that, and the other WILD PREDICTIONS. So anyone should be able to tell him a MILE AWAY, unless they LIKE to also be DECEIVED. "Having a FORM of godliness...and lead captive SILLY WOMEN laden with sins...Ever learning, and never able to come to the KNOWLEDGE of the Truth...shall wax WORSE and WORSE, deceiving and being deceived." 2 Tim. 3:5-13.

The Adventists SNEERED at the Incantations and Threats of the "SHEPHERD'S RODS" and the alleged "AWAKENING" led by WOMEN. An SDA Minister's Wife was said to have written a Book - "THE COMING KING" - (I think the Name was: MRS. MARTINS.") which was the Basis of the SHEPHERD'S ROD MOVEMENT. If not, "MRS. HOUTEFF" was the moving spirit plus other Women such as the "WOODS SISTERS" that organized Adventists to go Wacky to Waco, Texas - Spring of 1959 to Spark the "LOUD CRY!"

AL FRIEND featured "DAISY MEYERS" and her 1958 Book "PERFECT PEACE-PERFECT LOVE-PERFECT HAPPINESS." (See History repeated as Sr. White had to meet the SAME: "PERFECT LOVE ...PERFECT PEACE" WOMAN - LS 129.) She saw that she was a "HYPOCRITE" and what she had was "a secret closet filled with RUBBISH...in PERECT DARKNESS!" LS 130.

BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT quoted her in places WORD-for-WORD, AS I proved at the Time. Together with HOPE TAYLOR (RDB'S Sister) they clustered around the SHEPHERD'S ROD TIME CAPSULE, trying to take off together. If the Adventist World did not accept their Doctrine, 1958-1960, they had "Passed the Boundary of Hope."

Before fading forever into oblivion, Daisy Meyer-Al Friend tried once again, to bring the "LOUD CRY!" from the Home of Lettie Gray. Thus the FRIENDS-GROTHEERS-WALKERS-BINGHAM-RODANS-WOODS-WRIGHTS ans WRONGS set their TIME-BOMBS under the Laodicean Ship (that failed to go off!)  

---
the Laodicean Ship sailed on. These False-Time-Prophet Adventist Women, that led "REFORM" by the Nose, led them into public DISGRACE and IGNOMITY, but added an AURA of "INNOCENT" to the UNSINKABLE "QUEEN OF LAODICEA", LEAVING HER FREE TO Sail the 7 Seas. UNMOLESTED, their DEADLY TIME-TORPEDOS blew up in their own faces.

PROFESSING to be "REFORMERS" they TORE DOWN their own CREDIBILITY - made such a good Job of it - that we came to put two and two together, and we KNOW many of them were HIRED "30 pieces of Silver" JUDASES! They BUILT UP the "PERFECTIONISM" of the one and only "CHURCH" - "Ancient WRITINGS were FORGED by MONKS. Decrees ofCouns-cils before unheard of were discovered...And a Church that had rejected the Truth - GREEDILY ACCEPTED these Deceptions...proclaimed the PERFECTION of...the Church had NEVER ERRED, nor would it ever err, according to the Scriptures." GC 56-7.

"God will not entrust the care of His precious flock to men whose MIND and JUDGMENT have been WEAKENED by former ERRORS that they have cherished, such as so-called PER-FECTIONISM and SPIRITUALISM...Although they may feel FREE from error and competent to go forth and to teach this LAST MESSAGE, GOD will not accept them." EW 101-2. See 62,98,99.

THESE ADVENTIST WOMEN, on the one hand PREDICTING the DOOM of FROOM, on the other hand, handing him Sweet Bouquets of Forget-me-NotS, that FROOM was RIGHT in "PROPHECY!" and UNITED all Segments of the alleged "AWAKENING!", Spring of 1972, all Set for the BIG BARNUM SPECIAL, the GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, the 3-fold UNION of the Adventist HEAD, Billy Graham EVANGELICAL BODY, and the Catholics came in the Fall, the A-B-C COMPLEX, "MISSION-KEY '73." That turned out to be the Greatest FIASCO and DISGRACE of this Century. Even Pierson-after the Lightning Bolt hit him in the Wisconsin Campmeeting-R&H. August 9, 1973. p. 24.

Yelping for 2 years, "What went WRONG, Brethren? What went WRONG?", finally admitted that this FROOM-ANDERSON-WILSON-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSEMEAD-WRIGHT-CLEVELAND-MAXWELL- '73 "THREAT!! would yet go down in History as a "GREATER DISGRACE!" than 1888. The Adventists in our midst would like us to FORGET all this as also the 95% or more NINNIES that went BACK to the ONE-AND-ONLY "PREDESTINATION" and "INNOCENT." Engineered by HUDSON-RUE. DEAD, but not Forgotten, They do not Forget, neither do we.

Did any of them learn ANYTHING from their seeking "JUSTI-FICATION" clear OUT of the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly SANCTUARY? Do any of them CARE?
JUST HOW INNOCENT IS A FALSE PREDICTION ???

Some think a False Prophet (we thought so, too!) was AS-HAMED of his reckless venture, and perhaps MELLOWED. How WRONG we were! We were ASTOUNDED beyond measure, when GROTHEER stood up and did 2 Things at Marie Irelands in Pennsylvania, Spring of 1975.

***

(1) His Time-Setting Date, the DOOM of FROOM, End of SDA Probation, SYNCHRONIZING with the Jews of Tel Aviv War, 1967. Signally the "SEALING" to be followed by the "SLAUGHTERING" as 6 Angels came out of the Temple of God in Heaven by way of the "HIGHER GATE." (1967.)

***

Still had the NERVE, 8 years later, and still hanging on 13 years later! NO SLAUGHTERING, NO PLAGUES, NO TIME OF TROUBLE, NO LOUD CRY! But yet! that Date is still RIGHT! And then we learned that AL FRIEND and DR. WRIGHT of Canada also tried to DEFEND their Date, with ROGERS and WRIGHT of Australia, the "BIG 4" 1964.

***

If, "Thou hadst a Whore's Forehead, thou refusedst to be ASHAMED!" "Therefore the Showers have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN." See Jer. 3:3.

***

What is to prevent her from REPEATING the PERFORMANCE?

***

(2) As GROTHEER predicted the DOOM of FROOM, 1967, in the same Breathe at Marie Ireland's in 1975, ADDED the PREDICTION that SDA "DOUGLASS" was "RIGHT!" in his "HARVEST PRINCIPLE" (Given in the 1974 "BIBLE CONFERENCES" for "SDA MINISTERS ONLY!" but which mysteriously saw GROTHEER THERE!) the "DIVINE DESTINY" of the Adventist Hordes would be to TRY-TRY again! Repeating the SHEPHERD'S ROD STUNT of 1959 - the New KD+A BIG 3 - (GROTHEER-RUE-HUDSON) would fulfill their Divine Destiny.

SOMEHOW, we don't know HOW...

The DOOM of FROOM was RIGHT, 1967, but yet, with the DOOR OF PROBATION CLOSED! (1967) it was STILL OPEN! for RUE to FEATURE, HUDSON-GROTHEER, 8 LAYWORKER ARTICLES, Winter 1967-1977 to Fall 1978. Probation CLOSED, but still OPEN! This is a MYSTERY greater than the INCARNATION! That we will not UNDERSTAND through the ceaseless Ages of Eternity, but which Grotheer UNDERSTANDS! Perhaps as well as "SPEWN OUT!" means "GOING THROUGH!" 144,000 Strong! Sr. White says we are not to say WHO they are, but they say WHO they are! they are "SEVENTH-DAY-ADVENTISTS!" Either that, or the "CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" so the NUMBER is "SYMBOLIC!"

Since the Wilson Gun-Carrier and Flame-Thrower shunted
the Awakening Jeep over the Cliff as his LOUD-SPEAKER ordered a Retreat to the Rear! A MORATORIUM on "RIGHT-EOUSNESS BY FAITH!", until Wilson has Time to sit and Blink and Blink until he finds out what the MAJORITY do Think! Until he concludes the coming Pact with BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL-FORD-COE-SYME-NUMBERS-BALLENGER-MOTE-and other BUMS! causing the HUDSON PEN to skid off the AWAKENING BLOTTER into the LAYWORKER WASTE-BASKET.

***

GROTHEER broke from the Ghostly Visages peering out of the Wreck of the STANDISH-MILLER-ROSENVOLD-BUKA-GRAY-SCARBROUGH-HUDSON-RUE-"UNDERGROUND-SLAVE-TRAIN" flopped his way back up to the Trail, trying desperately to Re-organize the stunned directionless Hordes wandering aimlessly around in Circles in the Laodicean Desert of Lower Adventosia. GROTHEER frantically waving a "PHILADELPHIA" flag that he snatched out of AL FRIEND'S COFFIN as it went by on a broken Broom-stick. "3 down + 2 to go."

***

ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED the KD+A History would be Repeated together with the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" Doctrine of the TALMUDIC JEWS in the Days of Christ. FALSE PROPHETS can easily take over with their "VISIONS OF GRANDEUR" - these "DUMB DOGS that will not Bark" promising the wicked "PEACE + SAFETY!", and LIFE. Thus Egging the Church and Nation on to National Suicide. As in the Days of Old Jerusalem. Will that History be Repeated? That was the intent of the Book, "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" and is why the TALMUDISTS like Uriah Smith - CHANGED IT! Just WHAT and WHY were the CHANGES? Did she not give enough HOPE to their WORLD CONQUEST DREAMS?

***

"When the PROFESSED people of God are UNITING with the World, living as they live, and JOINING with them in forbidden pleasure; when the luxury of the World becomes the luxury of the Church; when the marriage bells are Chiming, and all are looking forward to many years of worldly prosperity, then, SUDENLY as the Lightning flashes from the Heavens, will come the END of their BRIGHT VISIONS and DELUSIVE HOPES." GC 338-9. (210). DA 628-9. 299, 635, 645, 379, 583, 577. EW 139. T1:188. T5:211-2, 478, 463, 136.

***

"ONE THING IT IS CERTAIN is soon to be realized, the GREAT APOSTASY, which is developing and increasing and waxing STRONGER, and will CONTINUE TO DO SO until the Lord shall descend from Heaven with a shout!" Series B 7:56-7. (202). SG 4"61. SM 2"389. COL 424. Ev. 363. LS 431. T6:407. PK 717. RH A5:110, 263.

THERE IS NOT ONE WRITER, neither from CHURCH or REFORM
NOT ONE that will Point to the Page of all the Pages of the Testimonies: "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" - NOT ONE WRITER that will Refer to the SAME CHAPTER, listing and cataloguing the DELUSIVE DOCTRINES the "COUNTERFEIT" will be Teaching. GC 464-473.

***

The BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HEPPENSTALL-FORD-FROOM Doctrine.

JUST HOW INNOCENT IS A FALSE PREDICTION ???

ROY A. ANDERSON, "Amen-Charlie!", for Father Sebastian FROOM said we should write: "I AM SAVED!" in Letters 3 feet High! RAA, in the Name of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, BACKED by the "VOICE OF PROPHECY" - HMSR - try to STRONG ARM "ELLEN WHITE" into Predicting the JEWS of Tel Aviv would WIN!

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN? If she Predicted LITERAL Tel Aviv "ISRAEL" would WIN! an id those who SAY they are "JEWS!" but who LIE, and ARE NOT! if they make out that SPIRIT- UAL (Washington) "ISRAEL" will WIN! and THOUSANDS place their ALL, LIFE-BODY-SOUL at the disposal and direction of the OVERLORDS to this "HOLY CITY!" in APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION to whom "ELLEN WHITE" gave the GREEN LIGHT and the Blessed Assurance of INFALLIBILITY and PREDESTINATION the "PERFECTIONISM" as the Catholics believed in their DARK AGES. GC 56-7. Those who are so "WEAK-MINDED" as to Fall for that CANNOT give the Last Message. "God will not entrust the care of His precious Flock to men whose MIND and JUDGMENT have been WEAKENED by former errors that they have cherished, such as so-called "PERFECTIONISM" and SPIRIT- UALISM...Although they may now fell FREE from error and competent to go forth and teach this (Last) Message, God will not accept them." EW 101-2. MM 89-98. (They can FOLLOW, not LEAD!) EW 50,62-3,77,94,98-9. This is FINAL!

***

She adds a few more words - the reason WHY! Because not being Free from Error, they will dredge up the Old Traditions, Feed the Flock of God with it "...a tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS" even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the maxims of men as the bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the web as important Truths a tissue of LIES. This imaginary Food will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION-DECLINE-and-DEATH." RH A4: 257,311. Jan.22, 1901. June 18, 1901. TM 337,455.

"They are bodies of DARKNESS." T3:462.

"We are upon the enchanted ground, and Satan is continually at work to rock our people to Sleep in the cradle of carnal SECURITY." CWE 133.
NOW LET US SEE HOW CONSUMPTION AND DEATH CAN COME
because of False Prophets **WITH A VENGEANCE !!!**
Naturally, a young **Boy** is hesitant about joining the Army.
Is his Life going to be Sacrificed for a **SENSELESS CAUSE**?
So he is propogandized by the Nation and the Church thro-
ugh the News-Media and the Pulpits who send the **Hordes**
into the Fray.

***
Catholic Priest on one side, Bless the Troops, sprinkle
Holy Water on the Guns, and tell them to **Shoot the other**
Catholic! on the other Side! And there stands another
Catholic Priest, on the other side, doing the **SAME THING**!
The Holy Church involved on **BOTH SIDES**! as is the con-
temporary Adventist. **What a crazy World!**

***
And when they do a good Job of Killing the alleged **ENEMY**,
the "**WHAT A LOVELY WAR!"**-Churchills Sic the "**COMARADEN**"
of Yesterday to become the **DEADLY ENEMY** of Tomorrow! This
is **WAR! This is INSANITY!** This is Satan the Devil! He
that does not know that, does not know anything.

***
**CAN ADVENTIST MINISTERS TEACH THIS TRUTH?** "I was shown
that **God's people** cannot engage in this perplexing **WAR**,
for it is opposed to every principle of their Faith. **IN**
**THE ARMY** they cannot obey the Truth and at the same time
obey requirements of their Officers. There would be a
continual violation of their Conscience. Worldly men are
governed by Worldly principles. They can appreciate no
other. But **God's people** cannot be governed by these **Mot-
ives. Without the Grace of God, men love to do evil. They
**walk in DARKNESS.** (Chalk up another Reference for how the
SDA Church is in **DARKNESS!** "from the abyss below...We
heard the **WAR SONG** and the **DANCE SONG**...and we were more
anxious than ever to keep upon the **NARROW, DIFFICULT PATHWAY**."LS 191.

***
"Very many men in authority, Generals and Officers, act

***
**NOW WHAT ABUT THE MODERN ADVENTIST RABBI OR PRIEST ??**
**ROY A. ANDERSON,** assuming the Role of the Leader of the
SDA SEMINARY, in a **Plot together with HMSCR, Head of the**
prestigious "**VOICELESS PROPHECY**" promise this hesitant young
**Boy** (and Today it is as EGW predicted! Young Women!
T1:270. T2:595.) the "**Messengers of Peace and Good Will**
towards men!" in co-operation with the **ONE-WORLDERS** ship
them off to the Slaughter, telling them the **UNHOLY CITY-
RED ATHEISTIC NIHILISTS** will **WIN!** **EGW SAID SO!**
"ALL EYES ON ISRAEL" by Roy A. Anderson and Jay M. Hoffman. (Introduction by HMSR.) Harvest Press, Fort Worth, Texas. 76105. ($2.95.) ***

In the 8 Layworkers articles by HUDSON, he ended them with: "CONSTRUCTIVE RECAPITULATION", "All that we have said so far in this series...together with God's counsel for us IN THE FUTURE!!! can be summarized in this one passage:

"Gather yourselves together, yea, gather together, 0 nation not desired; before the decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU, before the day of the Lord's ANGER come upon YOU..." Zeph. 2:1-3.

I stand absolutely SPEECHLESS! In the summing up of the RAA Book above under: "ISRAEL'S FANTASTIC FUTURE", he uses the SAME REFERENCE! p. 233, as a blessed PROMISE!

THIS IS TRULY UNBELIEVABLE! Do they see any PROMISE to Tel Aviv or Laodicea in those Words ?? This is almost as Bad as them jumping for Joy because the Lord said LAODICEA would be: "SPEWN OUT!!" Rev. 3:16.

This is the GATHERING of:"YOURSELVES!" the Lord had NOTHING TO DO WITH IT! It is the "GATHERING!" of the 3-fold UNION of "MISSION-KEY'73", it is the: "GATHER-ERING!" of the DRAGON-BEAST-FALSE PROPHET. Rev. 16:13.

It is a: GATHER ye (FIRST) the TARES: and bind them in Bundles to BURN THEM!" Matt,13:30.

It seems these men do not follow the most ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES of studying the Testimonies. Unless, of course they belong to the Adventist Church under False Pretences. And care NOTHING about what the Testimonies do Teach except to USE them to further the Ends of the ONE WORLDER ILLUMINATI.

GO TO THE OLD INDEX under ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3 we find:

PK 390. T1:180. T5:99. Under the NEW INDEX they were SLICK ENOUGH to take out T1:180 and slip in EW 71. Which has absolutely NOTHING to do with that Reference.

To know how far these Chyrch-Leaders have led this people astray - every sincere Soul should look up these References for himself, and find out just WHERE and WHY they have gone astray in their interpretation.

-8-
We are to establish every Truth by 2 or 3 Witnesses:

(1) There is a True and New "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464.

(2) But BEFORE the "TIM!" for such a "MOVEMENT shall come!" Satan will seek to PREVENT it by a "COUNTERFEIT!" And the following PAGES in the SAME CHAPTER - SAME SUBJECT, Catalogue and List the Teaching of the COUNTERFEIT! 464-473. The AWAKENING has it all. Begun by FROOM-ANDERSON.

(3) So this "GATHERING" of "YOURSELVES!" in this Reference from ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3. "...before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" (REPEATED TWICE!) is because this is a GATHERING-SEALING tying into BUNDLES as they go with their "FLOCKS" and their "HERDS" seeking the Lord, is merely "GATHER ye FIRST the TARES...for the BURNING!" Have to be a Blind Laodicean not to see that.

"When the SHAKING comes, by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES, these SURFACE READERS, ANCHORED NOWHERE, are like SHIFTING SAND!" TM 112. And so we also see the "OMEGA" is built on the "SAND!" of men's Conjectures. SM 1:205. OFF the SANCTUARY FOUNDATION. And this "OMEGA" will be MET! "Much of the Preaching of late begets a FALSE SECURITY...so little real connection with God as some of our Ministers have had. To entrust the work to SUCH MEN is like setting CHILDREN to manage...the Gospel Ship amid the ICEBERGS and TEMPESTS. THE CHURCH...(THEY) will surely WRECK her. We need a PILOT on Board...how many are FOOLISH VIRGINS, having no OIL. Oh, what can I say to open BLIND EYES...A complete MORAL RENOVATION must be wrought by the Holy Spirit...This is the GOLD tried in the Fire." T5:104-5.

(And to think that some are Yapping away against "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM" as they did in SODOM and GOMORRAH!)

Their Love has frozen over and their "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" is likened to an ICEBERG as the Gospel Ship hits it HEAD ON! and smashes it to little pieces! In the MIDNIGHT HOUR.

"I had my Orders..."MEET IT!" SM 1:204-6.

WHAT IS THE MISTAKE THEY MAKE ???

The rest of ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3 says:

"Seek ye the Lord,, allYe MEEK of the Earth, which have wrought His JUDGEMENTS; seek RIGHTEOUSNESS, seek MEKNES; it may be YE SHALL BE HID in the Day of the Lord's anger."

And they do not know that THAT is another class. While they: "GATHER YOURSELVES...!" the Lord GATHERS: "AT THAT TIME I will...GATHER her that was DRIVEN AWAY..."

(Do we not see that this is ANOTHER CLASS? That they did not WANT to "GATHER" to "YOURSELVES! but DROVE her away!)
A DAUGHTER is not the MOTHER. She is a thing apart.
She obeyed the MIDNIGHT GRY: "GO ye OUT to meet Him!"
She went OUT = she is a thing apart. She is NOT GUILTY
of the Sins of the MOTHER. And the Lord will not
"GATHER!" her until she is SEPARATE and APART.

"Behold, at that Time I will...GATHER HER that was
DRIVEN AWAY; and I will make them a praise and a name,
whose SHAME hath been in all the Earth. AT THAT TIME
I will GATHER YOU...(NOT the GATHERING of "YOURSELVES"
by Evangelism SELF-POWER, but this is the LORD'S GATHERING
of the WHEAT that FOLLOWS the GATHERING of the
TARES for the BURNING.)

"SING, O DAUGHTER of Zion...be glad and rejoice...
O DAUGHTER of Jerusalem..."DESTRUCTION upon DESTRUCTION
is cried; for the WHOLE LAND is SPOILED; but he shall
be saved OUT of it..."O DAUGHTER of Zion...God will
not fail HIS CHURCH in the hour of her greatest peril...
"AWAKE, AWAKE...ARISE...LOOSE thyself from the BANDS of
thy neck, O captive DAUGHTER of Zion...and lay thy
FOUNDATIONS...Behold, THEY shall surely GATHER together,
but not by Me...Clad in the armor of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS,
THE CHURCH is to enter her final Conflict...SHE
is to go forth into all the World, CONQUERING and to
CONQUER...In that Day - only the RIGHTEOUS are promised
DELIVERANCE. "The SINNERS in Zion are AFRAID; FEARFULNESS hath SURPRISED the HYPOCRITES...The DAY of WRATH
to the ENEMIES of God is the DAY of final deliverance
to HIS CHURCH." PK 390-1, 538, 724-7.

"THE HOLY ANGELS, to GATHER the REMNANT CHURCH from among
the NATIONS of Earth." PK 728.

"And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of Judah...
For OUT of Jerusalem shall go forth a REMNANT, and they
that ESCAPE out of Mount Zion." PK 360-1.

"Those who hunger and Thirst after RIGHTEOUSNESS were
to be NUMBERED among the Israel of God." PK 371.

"NUMBERED among SPIRITUAL ISRAEL = HIS CHURCH on Earth...
The Lord God which GATHERETH the OUTCASTS of Israel...
led astray by FALSE TEACHERS into the bewildering MAZES
of (BRINSMED=FORDBALLINGER) MAZES of PHILOSOPHY and
SPIRITISM...and to SPIRITUAL ISRAEL is given the Message,
"COME OUT of her, My people, that ye be not partakers
of her SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES."...
"FLEE OUT of the midst of...SPIRITUAL BABYLON." PK 372-3, 714-5.

(They took ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3 OUT of the INDEX = shown in
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! FOOTNOTES T1:180.)
LAODICEANS ARE BLIND BECAUSE
they seem to attach NO IMPORTANCE - seem to be entirely
UNAWARE of the Greatest Drive in Adventist History now
going forth by Night and by Day, desiring to be the HEAD
and not the TAIL. BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT swung over to TAL-
MUDIC "ONE-WORLDER" HEPPENSTALL-WAGGONER-FROOM- BALLENGE-
MOTE-NUMBERS-COE and others BUMS! to try to Organize the
OTHER CHURCHES with the COLLUSION of ANDERSON-RICHARDS
as they REPEATED the TRICK of crawling on the CHARISMATIC
"VOICE" HOLY-ROLLER PENTECOSTAL "POWER-POX" PLATFORM
at the SEATTLE FAIR - 1962. SWITCHED to 100% TALMIDISM
EASTER-LENTEN SEASON - SPRING of 1972, all set for the
"MISSION-KEY '73" EXPERIMENT and floated the MULTI-
MILLION $ "PRESENT TRUTH" - "VERDICT" Magazine.

***

THE ADVENTIST LEADERS, seeing their EXPERIMENT began to
WORK! Send every second SDA MINISTRY" Magazine to the
SAME 25,000 Ministers of other Churches, but increased
it by 10, to over 300,000! Would you like to estimate
the COST - the STAGGERING COST of that Venture? Would
you like to ESTIMATE how high a Pile of 300,000 such a
(ONE) magazine would make? Start out with ESTIMATING a
pile of 1,000-START IN THE Back Room of your House-
how much SPACE will 1,000 Magazines take? 2,000? 3,000?
Keep on until you are BACKED OUT OF YOUR HOUSE! Mind you,
this is EVERY SECOND MONTH! Who PAYS for all THAT? What
are they trying to ORGANIZE the other Churches to ???

***

Have you been reading PAXTON-BRINSMEAD? No need to do that
anymore. We did it for you. We waded through REAMS and
REAMS of that Stuff. And you can get it all by sending
for ONE MAGAZINE, SDA "MINISTRY" from WHITE ESTATE - 75¢
"What does God's grace do?" by RAOUl DEREN. P.5. March
1978. THIS IS IT! This is the BRINSMEAD-ANGELO-CATHOLIC
PAXTON DOCTRINE all done up in one neat Package.

***

WE HAVE THIS INFORMATION FROM RELIGIOUS JEWS OF AMERICA
'76 PRESS, PO BOX 2686, Seal Beach, Calif. 90740. Send
$2.00 for "NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY" to see who
STARTED the two World Wars. Ask for their other Books,
THE HOUSE OF ROCKEFELLER and "JAWOHL" - HENRY.
"This POWER-MAD clique wants to control and rule the
World!" "An Organization of PYROMANIACS!" "...set up
for MASS MURDER on a scale never before witnessed in the
Histroy of the World!" "...anyone EXPOSING the INSIDERS
will be the recipient of a continuous fusillade of invectives
from Newspapers, Magazines, TV and Radio." "ADAM
WEISHAUPT, the founder of the Order of Illuminati..."
"THE ROTHCHILD'S . . . "Robber Barons" . . . MORGANS, KUHN-LOEBS . . . J. PIERPONT MORGAN . . . "COLONEL" HOUSE . . . WILSON . . . WARBURG . . . "To make the World safe for INTERNATIONAL BANKERS he netted $200 MILLION for himself . . . CHURCHILL . . . "NEW WORLD ORDER" = "A WORLD GOVERNMENT" = CONSPIRACIES can only work in the DARK. They cannot stand the Truthful LIGHT of DAY. ***

To increase their Power by Ten - they work through the CHURCHES. It is said that BERNARD BARUCH liked the BILLY GRAHAM SHOW, and saw that he could CONTROL it so funded it with MILLIONS . . . JOHN TODD claimed he personally as an Agent for the ILLUMINATI, paid DEMOS SHAKARIAN 6 MILLION $'s for the "GOOD NEWS" TV PROGRAMME.

All these Programmes have ONE THING IN COMMON. As REX HUMBARD said 3 Times on a CBS-TV DOCUMENTARY, how did he SKY-ROCKET so fast to SUCESS? What was his SECRET? He "never deals with issues!" BRINSMEAD no doubt dipped his hand in the same Till, by trying to out "GRACE!" them - out - "FAITH" them, and out "LAW!" them! ***

LITTERELL of the "SABBATH SENTINEL" worked Day and Night to get SABBATARIANS to UNITE in ECUMENICAL "DIALOGUES!" Never heard anyone CHANGING their Religion by DIALOGUING (except SABBATARIANS!) did you? He JOINED RDB by calling for "BY FAITH ALONE!" and both him and HUDSON railed at "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!" LLU wanted to prove they belonged to the SAME TEAM by HIRING SEX-POT "SEX WITHOUT SHAME!" ALAYNE YATES. This ought to prove something.

ANDERSON-RICHARDS crawled on the BILLY GRAHAM - ORAL ROBERTS "POWER POX SHOW" to prove they were one of the Boys. Now RAA-HMSR are "USING" EGW to incite the JEWS of Tel Aviv to RIOT! HONORING their NIHILIST SUICIDE DEATH-PACT of "MASADA!" p. 164. And another SUICIDAL ATTEMPT as the YOUNG MEN of AMERICA and TEL AVIV are ENCOURAGED to JOIN the COUNTERFEIT STATE OF ISRAEL in their WORLD CONQUEST PLANS - not to sacrifice 80,000,000 this Time - but 800,000,000. Does anyone think they will be GUILT-LESS in the coming BLOOD BATH if they are "DUMB DOGS that will not PROTEST?" and by SILENCE give CONSENT? God will once again Honor His Word and PROTECT those who STAND UP for this TRUTH:

"WICKED men and THE CHURCH harmonize in this HATRED of the LAW of God, and THEN the CRISIS comes . . . The Day of God is right upon us. THE WORLD has converted THE CHURCH. Both are in harmony, and are acting
their New "BIRD-CAGE" Churches, that require a FORTUNE to HEAT, but SO MANY will come in, they will have to hand out a great Supply of NEWSPAPERS at the Door, to hold over their Heads, because of the UNELEAN BIRDS UP above in those Rafters! SHEPHERD'S RODISM-ROGERISM-
NAGELISM-GROTHEERISM-FRIENDISM-HUDSONISM-BRINSMEDADISM-
FROOMISM-ANDERSONISM-RICHARDISM-WILSONISM-FORDISM- is all based on the Religion of the HIGH-PRIEST and why he PREFERRED "BARABBAS" and why he made a DEAL with JUDAS-the JEWS would WIN! The "CHURCH" will WIN! There is only "ONE" Holy City - only "ONE" people of God! And the "IN-
NUMERABLE MULTITUDES" will RUSH into the City! to give the "LOUD CRY!" - TO Beat the ROMANS! The Church "TRI-
UMPHANT!" As the SHEPHERDS RODS put it and also BIG BLACK E.E. CLEVELAND - "A MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION that will be heard around the World!!" (In their aborted "Key '73!!")

But the Truth of God is slightly different. We do see the "WHOLE WORLD" clamoring on that Devil's Train, it seemed there could not be one Left. But look a little Higher to see "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK!" , and even there we see one after the other Falling off, BACK into the WORLD-LOVING Church. So for some reason I do not know, but wonder why they are so PROUD of their INCREASES IN NUMBERS, when the records read:

***

"I saw ONE AFTER ANOTHER leave the Company who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and JOIN (THE BIG MAJ-
ORITY!!) before the Throne, and they AT ONCE received the UNHOLY INFLUENCE of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE: EW 56.

(There we see which Group had the BIG INCREASE in NUMBERS!)

AND NOW FOR THE TRUE GROUP: "THE SHAKING"

"Nov. 20, 1857, I was shown THE PEOPLE OF GOD and saw THEM (NOT the LAODICEANS!) mightily SHAKEN...The NUMBERS of this Company had LESSENED..." Tt:179,182.

Like the proud Jews in Old Jerusalem, who would not accept the Testimony of Jesus, to "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" It will be VERY HARD - if not IMPOSSIBLE - for the "JEW" to believe that we just Read. And to make it Worse, if we follow the ASTERISK-STAR put right in there to give FOOTNOTE REFERENCE, the 11th Hour men of COL 399 give the MIDNIGHT STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans and from the Ranks of the 11th Hour men, some who were in the COMPANY-PROCESSION of COL 406 with MUCH "LIGHT!" feel so Sorry for these poor abused LAODICEANS worshiping clear OUT of the SANCTUARY, or Today with BRINSMED-
FORD, in NO SANCTUARY AT ALL!
Send for the FORD PUC HALL TAPE, the Meeting that is
going to decide the Direction of this Church - R&H.

Send $1.00 for a copy of this Tape to "VERDICT PUBLICATIONS"
PO BOX 1311, Fallbrook, Calif. 92028, and they will most
likely follow this with 6 more TAPES (FREE!) by RDB, in
which he must have used a DIRECTIONAL MICROSCOPE, but still
you can hear the Adventists SNICKERING and WHOOPING it up
as we were told they also did at the FORD and NUMBERS
"FORUMS" arranged by the LAWYERS of "SPECTRUM", who with
the Aiding and Abetting of the "HEPPENSTALL FOUNDATION"
are Railroading ELLEN WHITE - OUT!

THE STANDISH BROTHERS recognize they are WHIPPED! And have
their Noses to the Laodicean Grind-Stone, "TEACHING" SDA
Ministers something about "HEALTH!" (DRUG-ORIENTED) R&H
Jan. 31, 1980. p.27. But there are still seen some NINNIES
running around thinking they are doing a GREAT WORK with
the "BANGKOK TAPES", not knowing that both STANDISH and
HUDSON have obeyed their OATH OF OBEDIENCE AND SILENCE,
like the faithful MONKS that they are, but these NINNIES
are still running around still "ON GUARD!" like the Japa-
ese in the Jungle, not knowing the WAR IS OVER! STANDISH-
HUDSON have CAPITULATED! ***

AND WILSON who took Oath that he would "HOLD THE LINE!"
in his PAPAL BULL,R&H. April 5,1979. p.3, set up the SDA
GESTAPO, let the "FORUM" LAWYERS take over. R&H. Aug. 30,
1979. p. 24. Who ARRANGED this FORD PUC MEETING, plus a
quick FOLLOW-UP with 2 COTTRELL LLU Feb. 8, 1980 "FORUM"
TAPES. ("VERDICT" - 2 for $5.00) in their March 10, 1980
Letter they ADMIT! (EXACTLY as we GUESSED!) setting aside
$50,000.00 for this, and more likely DOUBLE or TRIPLE
THAT! The Biggest UPSET in Adventist History!

WHO IS TO BLAME? You are! If you sat through LESLIE HARDING
alleged "BIBLE STUDY HOUR" in which he handed you the BRINS-
MEAD-WRIGTH-HUDSON LINE,"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH", clear
OUT of the Sanctuary! R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9,10. Since you
like it all that much so that he could write to Bro. DAVIS
that the 2 DAVIS LETTERS were the FIRST OBJECTIONS HE HAD
RECEIVED IN 5 YEARS! So, since you LIKED it all that much,
they took your PULSE, and DIAGNOSED you READY for the NEXT
"NO SANCTUARY" SHOT! and how did WILSON "HOLD THE LINE?"
he REWARDED HARDING by making him the DEAN of the PHILIP-
PINE SDA SEMINARY! R&H. Nov. 22, 1979. p.16,17. And if there
are enough "DUMB DOGS that will not BARK!" T5"211-2. No
telling what they will hand you NEXT!
YOU ASKED FOR IT! The Agents of TALMUDIC ZIONISM have moved in to take over the Controls of the Adventist Church. They actually have NO RELIGION except ONE! That THEY are going to RULE the WORLD! By Fair means or Foul. By Hook or by Crook. By War or Revolution. By PRETENDING they go along with ANY Religion or NO Religion. Anyone reading the TALMUD can see that they print ANY FABLE that enters any Rabbi's mind. SORCERY-WITCHCRAFT-SEZ-DEGENERACY-FILTH-SPIRITISM you name it! they GOT it!

***

So that they ADMIT! "THE RABBINIC LITERATURE gives CONTRADICTORY ANSWERS...TALMUD...TORAH...any attempt to understand and evaluate their Teachings is an IMPOSSIBILITY." p/ 95,125. "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD." E.P.DUTTON-NEW YORK. 1949.

***

AND WHAT ABOUT THIS CHURCH? "There are Ministers and Workers who will present a tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as "TESTING TRUTHS", even as the JEWISH RABBIS presented the MAXIMS of men as the bread of Heaven... Thus are men weaving into the Web as important TRUTHS a tissue of LIES. This imaginary food that is being prepared for the Flock will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE, and DEATH." RH A4:257,311. Jan. 22. - June 18, 1901.

Kd+A would be REPEATED! SOP 1:300-6. pp. 403-5.

BALAAM (ALAYNE YATES "SEX without SHAME!") would be REPEATED! "Beguiled with MUSIC and DANCING...broke down the barriers of SELF-CONTROL. PASSION had full sway...The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to transgress...PHINEHAS...seizing a JAVELIN...SLEW them...and the PRIESTHOOD was confirmed to him and to his house FOREVER...ONE THOUSAND MEN were chosen from each of the Tribes...under the Leadership of PHINEHAS...and they SLEW the Kings of Midian...BALAAM ALSO...THE WOMEN ALSO... as the MOST GUILTY and MOST DANGEROUS of the Foes of Israel." "Now these things were Written...for our admonition upon whom the Ends of the World are come. Wherefore let him that THINKETH he standeth, take heed lest he Fall." "...AS WE APPROACH THE CLOSE OF TIME..." PP452-457.

JUST BEFORE THE SEALING go through the following pages, see the FORNICATING ADVENTIST PREACHERS - their FORNICATION reflected in their DOCTRINES - as they RAIL against "THE CURSE OF THE LAW!" and the "CURSE" of "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" - CURSING and FORNICATING away from TM 146, 420, 426-8,431, 433-5, 437,443("FAITH without WORKS is DEAD!") 445= as they come ROARING up to the SEALING! 446-7!= "MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS, will be putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER-BUILDING..."
"Material which is consumable in the Day of God, and which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the mansions above. THEY have refused to let go the FILTHY GARMENTS, THEY have CLUNG to them as if they were of precious value. THEY will lose Heaven and an Eternity of Bliss on account of them...Will these SINNERS - shall I call them HYPOCRITES - in Zion INQUIRE...Am I a spectacle to the World of MORAL LOOSENESS...and MORAL DEFILEMENT of the Body? (is that why they RAIL so freely against "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM")..."let us CLEANSE ourselves." TM 446-8. See also TM 170,457. T3:473. T2:477,451,453. T5:572. T8: 250,303. T5:216,218,475-6. T1:59. AA 588,591-1. MH 516. DA 549. PK 591. RH A3:125. A4:100.

(This also shows the NEW "MOVEMENT" that is to "COME!" GC 464. Is the PHILADELPHIA MOVEMENT! "The INDELIBLE mark of God upon them...Their DESTINATION is inscribed - "God - NEW JERUSALEM." TM 446. (and 200 more!)

FORD CAN PROVE that the MAJORITY are with him! That is PROOF! that he is WRONG! The 1846 BROADSIDE - EW 56, 261, 78-9. PROVE that the MAJORITY will DESPISE the SANCTUARY TRUTHS and worship OUTSIDE of the MOST HOLY PLACE. "Soon God's people will be TESTED by fiery trials, and the GREAT PROPORTION of those who now appear to be genuine and true will prove to be BASE METAL...they will COWARDLY take the side of the OPPONENTS...To stand in defense of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake us, to fight the Battle of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW - this will be our TEST."

FROOM also set forth an impressive array of TOP BRASS that were organized on his side, but so, for a while, could the HITLERS-NAPOLEANS-MUSSOLINIS-TOJOS-SHAHS. But their Day will come as it did on OLD JERUSALEM!

THE SECRET IS IN THE SEALING! THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING!

(1) You see the "PEOPLE OF GOD" left out of the "SHAKING" Chapter of EW 269. But found in the ORIGINAL T1:179.
(2) These :PEOPLE OF GOD" had both GOD and the ANGELS OUTSIDE of them, FIGHTING for CONTROL. This had been going on for a Life-Time.
(3) But here we have a Picture of this coming to an END! Those "INDIFFERENT" and "CARELESS" about the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" (TO - FROM! ) Those who do not Care - why should God CARE about them? He orders the Holy Angels to LEAVE that Class that make "NO EFFORT!!
(4) "...are TESTED and PROVED a length of time to see... If any will not be PURIFIED through OBEYING the TRUTH.
"and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS-PRIDE-EVIL PASSIONS, the Angels of God have the charge: "They are joined to their IDOLS, let them alone," and they PASS ON to their work, LEAVING THESE with their sinful traits UNSUBDUED, to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS. Those who come up to every Point, and stand every Test, and OVERCOME, be the price what it may, have heeded the counsel of the True Witness, and THEY will receive the LATTER RAIN, and thus be fitted for TRANSLATION." T1:187,204,299,214,345,238 T5:211. EW 44. SG 3:26. SM 2:66. SG 4:29,55,149.

(5) NO HUMAN BEING CAN GRASP THE HORROR facing the World when this STARTS! Imagine these ADVENTIST Hordes! The LIVING DEAD! Without a CONSCIENCE! They wanted NO SANCTUARY! NO MEDIATOR! NO LAW! NO WORKS! NO EFFORT! NO REPENTANCE for anything they ever did! CONFESS NOTHING! FORSAKE NOTHING!Couldn't CARE LESS! about the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO-TO-TO THE LAODICEANS!" or else "RISE UP AGAINST IT!" Want NOTHING but "LOVE UNLIMITED!" as do the SPIRITUALISTS! GC 554,558. PREACH it and PRACTICE it! And the Holy Angels LEAVE them in DISGUST!

(6) If we believe the TRUTH about the SEALING, we will see the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS come out of the Temple (SANCTUARY!) in Heaven by way of the Higher Gate, and if you want to know what will follow as this Hits the Adventists "FIRST OF ALL!" BEGINNING with the LEADING MEN! EZEKIEL the Prophet of God FAINTED at the SIGHT! Sr. White was given the Vision - T5:211-2. "Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's SANCTUARY - was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God! ("GATHER yourselves TOGETHER! O (denomi-) NATION NOT DESIRED!: T1:180.)

***

"THE ANCIENT MEN..."He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT! Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not Bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. ***

(7) THE SLAUGHTERING ANGELS will cut down the Adventists RIGHT and LEFT, and especially REFORMERS! Those who were in the GREATEST LIGHT - Laodiceans are in DARKNESS deep as MIDNIGHT! So apostate REFORM-AWAKENERS must come FIRST! Because they see all this even at the Doors and go their unconcerned WAY! COUNCIL CARE LESS! They enjoy the FORD MEETINGS! The RDB Tapes! The HUDSON ARTICLES! "They seemed indifferent and careless. They were not RESISTING the darkness around them, and it shut them in like a thick cloud. The Angels of God LEFT THESE...the Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT..." T1:180-1.
(8) What we have MISSED! There is NO TIME-OF-TROUBLE! This is NOT OUR concern AT ALL! We have a "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" This is shown in EW 254-6. Here is "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH!" "The THIRD ANGEL closes his Message thus: "Here is the patience of the Saints: here are they that KEEP-KEEP-KEEP the Commandments of God, and the Faith of Jesus." As he repeated these words, he pointed to the Heavenly Sanctuary...AS THEY BY FAITH enter the MOST HOLY, they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus into the MOST HOLY PLACE." EW 254-5. (Now JUST WHO would want to take this Faith away from us at this Time - ??????????????????????????????????????)

(9) We see the "STORM", NOT-HERE-YET! See the CLOUDS BOILING, but NOT-HERE-YET! FORCE will change NOTHING! If we take the RIGHT SIDE NOW! BEFORE -THE-STORM! And we have NO FEAR of any STORM! "FEAR NOT little Flock!" FEAR ONLY to take the RIGHT SIDE BEFORE-THE-STORM! Because Adventists get to HATE the LAW-LEGALISM-WORKS-EFFORT-OBEDIENCE-STRIVING-OVERCOMING-SANCTUARY because of the FORDS-WILSONS-RICHARDS-HUDSON-HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-COE-NUMBERS and other BUMS! They give up the MHP FAITH BEFORE-THE-STORM! One page tells all! GC 608. I know it is not nice to just ask you to read it, but do it this once, read it in GC 608. (REPEAT- GC 608.)

(10) How do we meet the SNEERING of the "CLEANSING OF THE SANCTUARY?"

When WAGGONER went into FRONICATION and "SPIRITUAL WIVES!" (Last pages of OLSON BOOK.) When WAGGONER wrote his "LAST CONFESSIONAL." He SNEERED at the SAME THING! (We have some copies left.)

Does not your INDEX show that Christ "CLEANSED the TEMPLE" at the BEGINNING and END of His earthly ministry? Did those Priests not know that they FACED DEATH?? When He cleanses the Temple now, will the Courts be FILLED with the SLAIN? Is there not a "BOOK OF LIFE" in the Heavenly Sanctuary? Is not the MAN-WITH-THE-DIRT-BRUSH!" EW83. Going to SWEEP OUT! CLEANSE OUT THE NAMES that do not belong there? As He restores the CASKET (CHURCH! SM 1:266. COL 117. T6:261, 132. RH A3:279. PK 409. BC 3:1154. OLSON 301. ARA 264.)

As He "CLEANSES THE SANCTUARY" in Heaven by sweeping OUT the Names that do not belong there! As He "CLEANSES THE SANCTUARY" on Earth as He CUTS DOWN all those who might endanger the Lives of His Elect on Earth!

THE SNEERING will SUDDENLY STOP! as this begins to take place! and they come and BOW at the Feet of the Saints! This Day is just before us. -19-
WHAT A WONDERFUL CLEAN-UP JOB the Lord is going to make as He "CLEANSES THE SANCTUARY" in Heaven and on Earth!
What is He going to "CLEANSE!" from the MONOMANIAC RAVINGS of BRINSMED-FORD-BALENGER? RDB admitted he is trying to OUT "FAITH!" - OUT "GRACE!" - OUT "LAW!" - the other Churches! That there is only ONE WAY to "WIN!" them, to Teach the SAME as they do!

***
HERE-HE-COMES! Arm in Arm with ANGLO-CATHOLIC PRIEST PAXTON! all ready with their Shovels to dig through the Evangelical Dumps, seeking some Old <HOOTCH-MOON-SHINE" Bottles, that thay got themselves DRUNK on in the DARK or MIDDLE AGES! These Old "RELICS!" seem to be of such Value to Brother RDB, he has been doing NOTHING ELSE for 8 solid Years! But digging away!
HIS CONTINUAL CHALLENGE come BACK to the: "FULL-ORBED APOSTOLIC GOSPEL! "BY FAITH ALONE!" and "BELIEVE!" in His "RIGH TEOUSNESS!"

***
LET US EXAMINE THOSE PREMISES and how they Relate to the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE. "Blessed are they which do HUNGER and THRIST after RIGH TEOUSNESS: for they shall be filled!" Matt.5:6. "RIGH TEOUSNESS" OUTSIDE of them? NO! "FILLED!" INSIDE of them!

***
THE HYPOCRITE PHARISEES and their TALMUD taught the SAME as "SPIRITUAL WIFE" WAGGONER-FROOM-RICHARDS-BRINSMED-HUDSON-WRIGHT-GROTHEER-COE-NUMBERS-BALENGER-MOTE that the LAW cannot-need-not be kept! THAT ONLY GOD can keep the LAW! This is an IMPEACHMENT against His NAME and His RIGH TEOUSNESS and all them that dwell in Heaven!

***
ANOTHER IMPEACHMENT that He KNOWS this, yet IGNORES all LAW-BREAKING by His "FAVORITES!" who "BELIEVE!" in Him and His "RIGH TEOUSNESS!" but He comes DOWN like a Ton of Bricks on those who are NO WORSE in Fact - but because they do not "BELIEVE!" - they have to SUFFER in ETERNAL AGONIES, while the others play a Harp in PARA DISE! This they call" "HIS RIGH TEOUSNESS!" and ask us to go back to this HOG-WALLOW!

***
"LANGUAGE!" did you say? Did you read their "LANGUAGE?" As they SNEER, LEER, DEGRADE and TEAR DOWN! Christ answered that ACCUSATION and CONDEMNATION! by the RABBINICAL PHARISEE TALMUD TRADITION!

***
"Ye BLIND GUIDES, which strain at a Gnat, and swallow a Camel. WOE UNTO YOU, Scribes and Pharisees, HYPOCRITES! for ye make clean the OUTSIDE of the Cup and of the
Platter, but WITHIN they are FULL of EXTORTION and EXCESS."  
Matt. 23:24-25.  
***  
In facing the PHARISEE-TALMUDISTS of His day, did He STOP at that? As BRINSMED-PAXTON do? Claim NO RIGHTEOUSNESS within, it is all "WITHOUT!" (WITHOUT Christ and WITHOUT Hope in this World!)  
***  
Did Christ go along with the WAGGONER-TALMUD-BRINSMED-PAXTON-BABYLON RELIGION of contemporary "EVANGELICALIAM" that there is NOTHING within, it is all WITHOUT?  
***  
Let us read on and find out: "THOU BLIND PHARISEE! (THOU BLIND LAODICEAN!) cleanse FIRST-FIRST-FIRST that which is WITHIN the Cup and Platter, that the OUTSIDE of them may be CLEAN also! (and this is the "CLEANSING of the EARTHLY SANCTUARY!") Matt. 23:26. (READ ON.....!!!)  
***  
"When the Saints and all Heaven were interested for their Salvation, they had NO INTEREST for themselves...Many desired Life, BUT-MADE-NO-EFFORT to obtain it...and now there was NO ATONING BLOOD to CLEANSE the GUILTY, no compassion-ate SAVIOUR..."TOO LATE!" ("IT IS DONE. IT IS FINISHED!") EW 281. It was DONE at EW 261.  
***  
The "CLEANSING of the Sanctuary" swept out their NAMES as NOT FIT to go to Heaven or REMAIN in the Lamb's Book of Life! This is the "CLEANSING-OF-THE-SANCTUARY!" "Ye BLIND GUIDES...HYPOCRITES!!...Thou BLIND PHARISEE, CLEANSE FIRST that which is WITHIN...that the OUTSIDE of them may be CLEAN ALSO!" This is the Work to be done, TODAY! There is no procrastinating "TOMORROW" for this Work to be ADDED to your vaporous "FAITH ALONE!" ADD to your FAITH!" And when you get some "VIRTUE" then you might have some "KNOWLEDGE!!" - that will go so far BEYOND these FALSE PROPHETS, THAT THEY WILL NEVER catch up. "BELIEVE-THEM-NO!!" "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!" This is the LAST MESSAGE. Rev.18.  
***  
(THIS IS A "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" - Production.)  
***  
WE ARE BEING SHOT AT FROM EVERY SIDE by the Popular Evangelists. It is Time to ANALYZE their Teaching, their DOCTRINE or LACK of it. We need some BACK-BONE besides WISH-BONE. Listen to the most Popular Princes of Babylon. Or one of these proven False Time-Prophets. EVERY-ONE-OF-THEN! has such an Over-weening Confidence in SELF! FILLED WITH VANITY of his own SELF-IMPORTANCE, although he wins best by ASSUMING a put-on Face of "HUMILITY!", and it is only and always the "HOLY SPIRIT!" that directs his every Move! IF-YOU FALL-FOR-THAT-LINE! He has you! You forgot...  

-21-
that ye shall NOT know him by his LOUD-MOUTHED PIOUS PROFESSIONS of how the "HOLY SPIRIT!" prepares his every Move, but "Ye shall KNOW them by their FRUITS." "And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto them that have FAMILIAR SPIRITS, and unto WIZARDS that Peep and that Mutter...To the LAW and to the TESTIMONY: if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is NO LIGHT in them...For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR; and THEY that are lead of THEM are DESTROYED!" Isa. 8:19, 20. 9:16. "...for EVERY ONE is a HYPOCRITE and an EVIL-DOER." Verse 17.

(If NOT - they would Obev: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!")

"A COMPANION of FOOLS will be DESTROYED!...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT!" Proverbs 13:20, 23.

If you were raised in a Protestant Church, where the HATRED of ROMANISM was apparent. And they PRETENDED they were so much SUPERIOR to ROMANISM. And attempt to "PROVE" their SUPERIORITY and DIFFERENCE by RAILING away at Papal "INFALLIBILITY!" or the useless Incantations of the "MASS" building up the Wealth and Might of ROMANISM by the "MASS" the Selling of ABSOLUTION. And if your Brinsmead "EVANGELICALS" should take after "LIMBO" or "PURGATORY!" as unsupportable by the Bible, and they go "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" these EVANGELICALS are so much SUPERIOR-CLEANER-PURER-RIGHTEOUS-BIBLICAL because their "PROTESTANT FAITH" is Better.

***

And ADVENTISTS-JEWS-and-CATHOLICS should "COME BACK" to CALVINISTIC -SPURGEON "APOSTOLIC SUCCESSION GOSPEL!" Perhaps it is TIME to CHALLENGE that Brinsmead Puppy barking and Yapping at our Heels, Lo! These many Moons! What has he to Bark about?

***

Sr. White said to go to ISAIAH-JEREMIAH-EKEKIEL-JOHN as applying to our Times. T5:753. T1:270. Rh A5:542. BC 4:1159. If we do that, this will SHAKE our Confidence in any MINISTRY or their PIOUS BOASTING. Trying to get us to see how close to God they are, and how they are being Guided by the "HOLY SPIRIT" at all Times and Places.

THE HOLY SPIRIT.

But one thing I notice about the Holy Spirit - it is to Guide us into "ALL TRUTH!", and not into "ALL ERROR!" EKEKIEL tells us that AHOLAH the ELDER (ROMANISM!) is not HALF as Bad as AHOLIBAH her Sister the YOUNGER (PTOPTESTANT-EVANGELICALISM!) Ekekiel 23...

***

She is just as Great and Desolate a WHORE, with LESS SHAME! MORE ARROGANCE! than her Older Sister-ROMANISM!
And that even the Daughters of Sodom are "ASHAMED!" of her LEWD WAYS! This SHAMELESS-PROTESTANT-HUSSY.

***

"HORSEMEN riding upon HORSES...they lay with her, and they bruised the breasts of her virginity, and poured their Whoredom upon her...And when her sister AHOLIBAH saw this, she was MORE CORRUPT...For she doted upon their paramours, whose flesh is as the flesh of asses, and whose issue is like the issue of HORSES...THEREFORE, O AHOLIBAH, thus saith the Lord God; Behold, I will raise up thy lovers against thee...and the REMNANT shall fall by the Sword...They shall also STRIP THEE...her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE!" Ezekiel 23:12 to 24:12.

Now is the Time for "LANGUAGE!" that EVERY ONE of these Prophets used - Christ, Ellen White and all the Apos- tles. All even including the present EFFEMINATE MINISTRY. NOT FOUND IN ANY INDEX: "The reason why our Ministers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a DAY'S JOURNEY from MOST of them." T1:434, RH A2: 72. (WHY ARE SOME SO PROUD THAT THE POPULAR CHURCHES AND PULPITS ARE TURNED OVER TO BROTHER RDB ???)

***

"The Ministers of the Popular Churches will-not-allow the TRUTH to be presented to the people from their PULPITS. The Enemy leads them...Will those who know the Truth JOIN his PARTY....?" T8:197. Yes! see them in GC 608.

***

Stay Home form Church some Sabbath and learn something worth-while - look up MINISTERS in the INDEX (POOR as it is!) Christ said this is "FIRST-OF-ALL!" Before you learn anything else, learn this: "He began to say unto His Disciples FIRST-OF-ALL, "Beware ye of the LEAVEN of the PHARISEES, which is HYPOCRISY." Luke 12"1. (Which is TALMUDISM!) "THE SAME INFLUENCES are working To-day... The GLORIFICATION of THEMSELVES was the object of their lives." DA 408. Matt. 15:30. 16:6,12. 1 Cor. 5:7,8.

***

THEREFORE: "...The Angel of Rev.18...when the Message he brings again will swell into the LOUD CRY, it will again be RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST, and REJECTED by the MAJORITY." (Taking up a Reproach.) BRISBIN 10,11, DA 242. T5:136. PP 104. TM 468. B2:51. T2:105. RH A4:547.

***

NOW LET US GET SOMETHING STRAIGHT- As ANDREASEN pointed out, a True Prophet is NEVER POPULAR. There always is a Running-Battle between Priest
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and Prophet. The PRIEST (MINISTER) has one Ambition - to be well thought of by the Church. So he BENDS his Teaching to bring this about. It may be his life's Ambition to win souls to himself and his Church.

***
The True PROPHET (MESSENGER) has no such Hang-up. He calls a Spade a Spade, even if they CRUCIFY him for it. He cares only that souls should be Saved, and this cannot be - FOLLOWING A LIE! Dreaming a vain Dream.

***
Now let us face REALITY. When BRINSMEAD (Coached by PAXTON the ANGLO-CATHOLIC PRIEST - OXFORD GROUP - PRIME MOVERS of ECUMENICALISM coming into the Adventist Church and the Sabbath Sentinel Association) the Third Angel's Message being the ONLY THING keeping the ONE-WORLDERS from a complete Take-over.

***
Since this Sell-out, what has RDB been HARPING about? The same as all Popular Evangelists? Their primacy is the "GOSPEL" - they keep hammering away that there is nothing more Important than THAT! And along with that goes the CERTAINTY that THEY HAVE IT! O! There could be NO HESITANCY or QUESTION about that ONE OVER-RULING FACT!

***
But what if we are also interested in the "GOSPEL!" and what if we QUESTION that they have it? INSULT, did you say? Yes! perhaps there is an INSULT there! That they dare to INSULT our INTELLIGENCE with that THING they dragged in there! Let's just have one good look at it.

***
"ONLY BELIEVE! - "BY FAITH ALONE!" - "NO CONDITIONS!" - "NO EFFORT!" - "NO OBEDIENCE!" - "NO LAW!", he CANNOT or WILL NOT keep it! A lot of "NO'S!" there! Sounds like a BRAT that needs a good Session in the Wood-Shed! With all his "NO!" - "NO!" - "NO'S!" Everything you tell him, he says: "NO!" I will NOT keep the LAW! I will NOT STRIVE to OBEY! I will NOT make an EFFORT! I will NOT and I will NOT and I will NOT! A real modern HOODLUM! Coming in the Garb of a Teacher of Religion! But then some Churches are Ordaining HOMOS. SURE need ELIJAH with his trusty SWORD! or PHINEHAS he knew how to take care of that Kind. It is still better to MARRY - than to BURN!

***
Some now come up with the Theory that Christ kept the LAW FOR US! that our "FAITH ALONE!" absolves us from keeping the LAW! (Which, by the way cannot be kept anyway. Or so said the Devil in Heaven and his Agents on Earth. What a wonderful Imitation of the CATHOLIC MASS! with only ONE DIFFERENCE! By authority of the "UNION!" the Priest absolves-forgives-sells you ABSOLUTION, and just WHO is this
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that does not belong to the BLOODY "UNION", dares to cure CANCER, or dares to Point you to the GREAT PHYSICIAN instead of coming to the close-shop UNION! Why! this is "SCAB LABOR!" PROTESTANTISM gives you Salvation "BY FAITH ALONE!", the very SAME thing as the CATHOLIC MASS! But without the FEE! That is the only FIGHT they have ever had! And that was why the Jews killed Christ, because He did away with the need of the CLOSED-SHOP UNION! You could go DIRECTLY to God for yourself! This was INSUFFERABLE! This could NOT-BE-ALLOWED! This is the spirit of JUDAISM-ROMANISM-COMMUNISM-ADVENTISM. And the MEDICAL PROFESSION. You must come to them for their HOLY PERMISSION!

The Ace in the hole is "GOSPEL!" as RDB keeps Harping away, plus an unquestioning "FAITH!" in His "RIGHT-EOUSNESS!" As the Basis of Salvation. Let us have a Look at BOTH!

RIGHTeousness.

In the first Case, what does "GOSPEL" mean? They may strive to SIMPLIFY it, but it is not SIMPLE. It is COMPLEX, too COMPLEX for their little Minds to UNDERSTAND! Because Daniel gives the Key: "Many shall be PURIFIED, and made WHITE...but the WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY (do they not so CONFESS?) and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND!" Daniel 12:10.

They BOAST of their LAWLESSNESS - they RAIL at "LEGALISM!" and CURSE the "LAW" and "WORKS" and "OBEEDIENCE" and now even "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" This is UNBELIEVABLE! One would think they would RISE UP in their SEATS and MARCH OUT! instead of sitting there CACKLING away as RDB tears out all the Foundation Pillars of their Faith. This is WORSE-THAN-BABYLON!

And did you know this is a Count in ELLEN WHITE'S FAVOR? that she said what you will hear from NO PULPIT-that those in the GREATEST LIGHT are the ones that will go into the GREATEST DARKNESS! T1:231-2. T2:123. TM 163.

Now just before we get to feeling so CHUMMY and at Home with the EVANGELICAL CROWD vs the CATHOLIC Hordes - WHAT WAS THE SIN OF ROMANISM ??? Do we have to go back and learn our A-B-C's ?? To learn that ROMANISM -
(A) Adopted the CUSTOMS-TRADITIONS-RITES-STYLES of HEATHENISM-PAGANISM-ESPIRITISM in order to build the BIG POPULAR CHURCH, to serve an EVIL GENERATION.
(B) These called in the ARMY to ENFORCE this Religion by the IRON FIST and the SWORD! THE "BABYLON" of Rev.17.
(C) Is AMERICAN PROTESTANTISM-EVANGELICALISM free of ROMAN ERROR? - do they follow LUTHER? Luther and Sr. White stood Side by Side in their FIRST ATTACK against the ABOMINATIONS of ROMANISM-PAGANISM-MYTHOLOGY-TALMUDISM-WITCHCRAFT-SORCERY by which these all BLASPHEME the NAME and CHARACTER of God, and all them that dwell in Heaven! Romans 2:24. Rev. 13:4-6. Romans 1:18-25,32. 2:8.

***

I like the "LANGUAGE!" of Luther. "But if the dead are... writhing in the Flames of HELL...Oh, solemn MOCKERY! SHAMEFUL IMPEACHMENT of the wisdom and justice of God! The Theory of the IMMORALITY of the soul was one of the FALSE DOCTRINES that ROME, borrowing from PAGANISM, incorporated into the Religion of CHRISTENDOM, MARTIN LUTHER classed it with the "MONSTROUS FABLES that form part of the ROMAN DUNG-HILL of DECRETALS!" GC 549.

***

How many Times, or how FEW TIMES have we heard a PROPER SERMON on the Subject by Seventh-day Adventists? ONCE in 10 YEARS?? I have heard young Evangelists trained by that OLD ANDERSON come APOLOGIZING-"HAT-in-hand!" "I do not like to speak on this Subject!"

***

HE DOES NOT LIKE TO SPEAK ON THIS SUBJECT ??? And then these FROOM-ANDERSOINS speak about "DEALING IN THE POSITIVE!"

He does not LIKE to deal on this SUBJECT? He would like
this "DREADFUL BLASPHEMY!" to go on? To cause people to turn against that MONSTER "god" ?? And they "DON'T LIKE!"
to RELIEVE their MINDS of DOUBT and FEAR and TERROR and untold THOUSANDS driven to INSANITY! He "DOES NOT LIKE!"
to RESTORE the JUSTICE-MERCY-RIGHTEOUSNESS-LOVE-EMPATHY of a SANE GOD in Control of the Universe vs the ANGLO-
CATHOLIC PAXTON "god?" - wouldn't that be a TRAGEDY?

***

BRINSMEAD even wrote that he was "AFRAID!" some EVANGELICALS might "FIND OUT!" what he really believes on that Subject! Wouldn't that be TRAGIC! MY! They might NEVER FORGIVE HIM! He might LOSE-A-MEMBER! So let us rather MOUTH away about something called "NEW TESTAMENT GOSPEL!"

And we do not have to keep the LAW, PROVIDED we "BELIEVE!" in the "RIGHTEOUSNESS!" of CHRIST! ANGLO-CATHOLIC STYLE!

***

ARE WE SORRY that we have to cut Letters short in order to meet these UPSTARTS-MOCKERS-BLASHPHEMERS-HYPOCRITES-
WHERE-MASTERS-INCONTINENT-FIERCE-WITHOUT NATURAL AFFECTION-proud-KNOWING NOTHING! "...who hold the Truth in UNRIGHT-
EOUSNESS...Because that, when they knew God, they glorified him NOT as God, neither were THANKFUL; but became VAIN in their IMAGINATIONS, and their foolish heart was DARKENED. PROFESSING themselves to be WISE...
they became FOOLS, And CHANGED the GLORY of the UNCORRUPTIBLE GOD into an IMAGE made like to CORRUPTIBLE MAN, and to BIRDS, and four-footed BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS...Who turned the TRUTH of God into a LIE, and WORSHIPPED and SERVES the CREATURE-more than the CREATOR, who is BLESSED forever. Amen." Romans 1:18-25.

***

LET US GET DOWN TO CASES -

(1) They know something about "GOSPEL!!" EVANGELICAL "GOS-SIP" or "GOSPEL?" - does the YOUNGER AHOLIBAH WHORE - have something BETTER than AHOLAH THE OLDER ???

(2) "GOSPEL" means "GOOD NEWS!!" JOHN TODD as a Representative for the TALMUDIC ONE-WORLDER ROTHSCILDS said he gave DEMOS SHAKARIAN 6 MILLION $'s to start the TV "GOODNEWS!!" Programme. These HOLY HELL PRIESTS! Gone back to the "ROMAN DUNGHILL OF DECRETALS!!" Spread the Stuff on the EVANGELICAL GARDEN, and IMAGINE they are SMELLING ROSES! If the Devil and all his Imps sat in Council for 1,000 years, trying to think up something to BLASPHEME that NAME and CHARACTER and RIGHTEOUSNESS and JUSTICE of God, they could not come up with ANYTHING WORSE! than this HELL-TORMENT BLASPHEMY!

***

And now FORD-BRINSMEAD want us to go BACK to BALLenger, back to the "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!!" TITHE is HOLY! "Cast not that which is HOLY-to the DOGS!!" And as for ROY A. ANDERSON, I see NOTHING there to even TALK ABOUT! Trying to plunge the World with Old Maxwell who said he had something to do with setting up the COUNTERFEIT STATE OF ISRAEL! Ready for HELL-ON-EARTH in an ATOMIC HOLOCAUST!

***

We are now to GIVE UP the MOST HOLY PLACE, the "ANCHOR" that will keep us" "FROM BEING SWEPT AWAY by the many Delusions of Satan!!" EW 256. SG 1:166. Ev.362. SM 2:58, 104. COR 36,196. SG 4:90. T8:298. TM 412. CH 632. PT 64.

***

BY COLLUSION - with "FORUM" (SPECTRUM) COE LAWYERS - by the HEPPENSTALL FOUNDATION - by FORD-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-COTTRELL-NEUFELD-WILSON to RAILROAD Ellen White OUT! To do as she said they would do,"JOIN!!" the OTHER CHURCHES! and they took "ONE-BIG-LEAP!!" when they adopted "SATAN'S FIRST LIE!!" in Campmeetings all across America-1979! (2 Things) FOR SIN,"Thou shalt NOT surely DIE!!" because LAW cannot be kept anyway! so all we need do,with WAGGONERISM and the JEWISH TALMUD, all across AMERICA, by MAXWELL of LLU-HEUBACH-LEWIS-WRIGHT-CLUTE- "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!!" - the Devil's FIRST LIE! SDA STYLE!
HERE WE SEE FIRST-HAND! the WARNING given by ELLEN WHITE! A Prophet of God NEED-NOT-STOP! at what is Written in the BIBLE! Such are "INTERPRETERS" or "TEACHERS!" No real Prophet of God need STOP at that! ***

100 TIMES! in 100 PLACES! She exercised the GIFT of PROPHECY as she SAW the HIDDEN SCHEMES of the Agents of Satan - she certainly saw "IN NO BIBLE ONLY!", she was not CONFINED to GUESSING! She KNEW the SECRET SINS and PLOTS of those who WITHSTOOD her. Many of them were FORCED to come and "CONFESS!", that what she was shown was RIGHT! ***

Not that it did THEM any Good. But just to VINDICATE the TRUTHS of the manifestations of the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!" And she SAW into the FUTURE! She SAW in VISION the FORD MEETINGS! followed by the BRINSMED MEETINGS! She SAW the HEPPENSTALL-COE-NUMBERS MEETINGS! She SAW 600 to 900 Adventists at a Time! She SAW what we can HEAR on these TAPES! Even though they use a DIRECTIONAL MICROSCOPE, you can still hear the SNICKERING-LAUGHING-GUFFAWING-TITTERING-MERRY-MAKING as the Leadership READ YOU! take your PULSE! see this is what you WANT! and they SMILE and NOD at each other in SATISFACTION! that this is what you want! as they move the SWITCH in the CONTROL-PANEL, on to the next MOVE! ***

Only they may be CAUGHT, in the MIDDLE of their UNHOLY FEAST as the Lord moves the CONTROLS in Heaven for His NEXT ACT in the Drama, as Sr. White's VISION that the UNHOLY BEL-SHAZZAR FEAST - (VERY CONVENIENTLY LEFT OUT! of both INDEXES!) "To US the WARNING is given...As soon as the WICKED ONE had the people under his control, there were EXHIBITIONS of... THE SAME SPIRIT...as at the sacrificical FEAST of BEL-SHAZZAR. There was GLEE and DANCING, HILARITY and SINGING, carried to an infatuation that beguiled the senses; THEN the INDULGENCE in inordinate, LUSTFUL AFFECTIONS...HIS PEOPLE had become a SHAME in the sight of the HEATHEN. JUDGMENTS WERE ABOUT TO FALL on that infatuated, besotted MULTITUDE... THE TRUMPETERS CAUGHT UP THE WORDS..."WHO IS ON THE LORD'S SIDE? let him come unto me. And all the Sons of LEVI "GATHERED" themselves together unto him."...and there fell of the people that day about 3,000 men." There was NO PARTIALITY, NO HYPOCRISY, NO CONFEDERATING to shield the GUILTY. For the TERROR of the Lord was upon the people...I cannot now consider this History further, but I ask YOU in every City, in every Town, in every Household, I ask every INDIVIDUAL to study the Lesson of this Scripture..."Let him that THINKETH he STANDETH, take HEED lest he FALL." (READ ON!)" TM 101-3, 191, 259, 434.
BRINSMEAD WRITES - because some Old Fool (FROOM) wrote in his Book that we as a people "CARRY ON" the TRADI-
TION of EVANGELICALISM, and we go "BY THE BIBLE ONLY!" THE BRINSMEAD-PAXTON CHALLENGE IS - let's go ALL-THE
WAY-BACK to the other Churches. Now they are in a Trap because they passed an Autumn Council Resolution to teach IN COMMON!" with the other Churches! R&H. Dec. 18, 1969.
***

IS THAT WHAT ELLEN WHITE SAID TO DO ???
She said this is what they would do - as Adventists be-
come the Head and not the Tail - of setting up the IMAGE to the Beast! "So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare the way for the IMAGE to the Beast...And what do we see just ahead?...EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, and UNIVERSAL CREED!" When this shall be gained, THEN, in the effort to secure COMPLETE UNIFORMITY, it will be only a STEP to the re-
sort to FORCE. When the leading Churches of the United States, UNITING upon such points of Doctrine as are held by them IN COMMON, shall influence the State to ENFORCE their Decrees and to SUSTAIN their INSTITUTIONS, then Protestant America will have formed an IMAGE..." GC 444-5.
***

Perhaps, with 200 to 300 Adventist Lawyers standing by, plus 4 or 5 Adventist Judges - setting up a Stall for them in Washington, it is THEM that run "FORUM-SPECTRUM" that ORGANIZED the FORD-COTTERELL MEETINGS - now we know just how CLOSE we are to the END!
***

And with that we have the BRINSMEAD PUPPY - YAPPING away on his own MONOMANIAC THEME - he wants the EVANGELICAL "GOSPEL! On the other hand, he starts out informing us WHAT-IT-IS! Vs "ROMANISM!" Then the NEXT MAGAZINE - he changes his Mind - and also on the LAST 6 TAPES - TAPE #6 - now the "CATHOLICS!" - have "GREAT DOCTRINES!" that we could IMITATE! As is the way of some Breeds of Puppies - BARK- for the sake of BARKING! Going round and round in furious Circles - BARKING at EVERYTHING and ANYTHING! Just to be heard!
***

WELL-HEAR THIS: ELLEN WHITE WHAT OR WHO IS BABYLON?
BABYLON #(1) - ROMANISM in the Dark Ages in Rome. This is :THE BABYLON" of Rev. 17. 1884 GC 233. Your GC 283.
BABYLON #(2) - APOSTATE AMERICAN EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT- ISM - the DAUGHTER set up her RED LIGHT - an Ocean a-
***

NOW FOR THE WINE OF BABYLON:- what do both Teach ???
1884 GC 235. Your GC 384. THE ORIGINAL LISTED: "THE TEMPORAL MILLENIUM...This SIREN SONG had lulled
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THOUSANDS of souls to sleep over the abyss of Eternal RUIN...
The Doctrine of the NATURAL IMMORALITY of the Soul has opened the way for the artful working of Satan through modern SPIRITUALISM...has led many PROTESTANTS to deny the RESURRECTION and the JUDGMENT, and has given rise to the REVOLTING HERESY of ETERNAL TORMENT, nad the dangerous DELUSION of ("LOVE UNLIMITED!") UNIVERSALISM! (ALL MEN EVENTUALLY "SAVED!")...the LAW OF GOD abolished at the Cross...the FIRST DAY of the week is now a HOLY DAY." 1884 GC 235. (There we have the Mine of Babylon!)

WHO ARE THE CHIEF APOSTLES OF HELL, who came up at the same Time as the SPIRIT of PROPHECY and COUNTERED EVERY ONE of these Premises ?? And just what "PIONEERS" set this so NEATLY before us as the WORST DOCTRINES that the Devil has stored in the BOTTOMLESS PIT?

***

GERMAN REFORM sets URIAH SMITH as their "PIONEER!" And so ELLEN WHITE "AGREED" with such "PIONEERS!" ?? The absolute REVERSE! is the Truth! She had nothing but a RUNNING BATTLE with the "WHITE ROBE" ("I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINLESS!" PIONEERS!) With the "AGE-TO-COME!" (TALMUDIC PIONEERS!) And now look in YOUR GC to TRY to find the "WINE OF BABYLON!" - as listed right after "BABYLON!" - your GC 383. Can you find it ??

***

OR DO YOU FIND the most INSANE "HOLY-HELL" PRIESTS the World has ever seen, CHURCHILL CIGARS and all! The PORK-PRIESTS, HOPKINS-GUTHRIE-SPURGEON, setting THEM up as being ON-THE-SIDE of the 3rd. Angel's Message! and Adventists have been following that Pattern - ever since!

***

AND WHAT IS MORE, now that we Point this out, do you think ONE SDA WRITER - one REFORM PREACHER - will come BACK to the FAITH - or IGNORE all this with a Toss of his Head ?? And Preach about "INCARNATION" or mayhap "MELCHIZADEK" !! Or MEET-THE-HOLY-HELL PRIESTS HALF-WAY - in SDA Campmeetings from Coast to Coast - 1979. "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" "THOU SHALT NOT SURELY DIE!!"

***

CARLYLE B. HAYNES - in "THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH!" one Book I always SOLD as a Colporteur - listed HOPKINS as the CRAZIEST of the CRAZIES! The FIRES of HELL and the GROANS of the DOOMED, would be the LIGHT-OF-HEAVEN and ADD to its ENJOYMENT! Heaven would be a kind of dull place without it! CARLYLE B. HAYNES rightly said: "Let us turn from these men, driven CRAZY by the HEAT - generated by their own FALSE PHILOSOPHIES!"
IN THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235 - ELLEN WHITE exposed the Wine of Babylon - the SAME TEACHING held by the MOTHER and her DAUGHTERS - this did not please the "PIONEER" URIAH SMITH! As he had spent 3 years (1848 to 1851) at a "PHILLIPS EX-ETER ACADEMY (Worldly Seminary.) BC 10:1200. before coming loaded with these Ideas - to the R&H Offices.

***

IN ORDER TO WRITE HIS "ARMAGEDDON" and other PRESBYTERIAN-CATHOLIC CONCEPTS to reap THOUSANDS in ROYALTIES from his Books - he kept his Library stocked with BOOKS BY BABYLON and was TRANSFIXED by the most POPULAR DIVINES of the Times.

***

CHARLES HADDON SPURGEON - English Baptist Preacher. (1834 to 1892) did MORE than any other living person - to keep the World from the Third Angel's Message. URIAH SMITH wiped out the "WINE OF BABYLON!" - 1884 GC 235 - and put in what you see in your Book - GC 384. HOLY-HELL-PIESTS! and RDB does the SAME! THEY have the"OLD-TIME GOSPEL!" And WE should give up the TRUTH that is to WARN and PREPARE a people for the MARVELOUS WORKINGS OF SATAN soon to be realized WORLD-WIDE! By those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!!" and gone BACK to the OLD HOG-WALLOW and VOMIT again! RDB is busy WHITE-WASHING them - even though they teach THE SAME as ROMANISM ever did. He brings this CRIMSON HARLOT to Adventist Homes and Gatherings - JUST WHO ARRANGED FOR HIS ADVENTIST MEETINGS ??? To take this people BACK - as we see the FOOLISH VIRGINS do - in this MIDNIGHT HOUR. "CHOOSE ye this Day!!" THE PROPHET PREDICTED all this - 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9.

***

(1) "It is Satan's plan to weaken the Faith of God's people in the Testimonies...

(2) "Next follows SKEPTICISM in regard to the vital Points of our Faith...

(3) "The PILLARS of our Position...(Shown in CWE 29-31,49,53.)

(4) "THEN DOUBT as to the Holy Scriptures, and then

(5) "the downward March to Perdition. When the TESTIMONIES, which were once believed, are doubted and given up,

(6) "Satan knows the deceived ones will not STOP-AT-THIS;

(7) "And he redoubles his efforts till he launches them into OPEN REBELLION,

(8) "Which becomes incurable...

(9) "And ENDS - in DESTRUCTION," T4:211. (Found in what "BIBLES??)

ANOTHER VISION - as the DAMOCLES SWORD hangs over the Adventist Preacher - let us listen to his LAST SERMON! "Here we see that THE CHURCH - the Lord's SANCTUARY was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God. The ANCIENT MEN...

"HE-IS-TOO-MERCIFUL-TO-VISIT-HIS-PEOPLE-IN-JUDGMENT." Thus "PEACE + SAFETY" is the Cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish together." T5:211-2.
WHAT IS THIS WONDERFUL EVANGELICAL "GOSPEL" THAT RDB IS
FOREVER RAVING ABOUT? Knowing NOTHING ELSE - since 1972?
He tells you in the FOREFRONT of every Magazine - he is
going to OUT-Love them, OUT-Grace them, OUT-Faith them and
OUT-Law them! YOU CAN HEAR THIS by any POPULAR DIVINE on
the Air today. That seems to be ALL-THEY-KNOW! Just rock-
ing people to Sleep as EGW said it - ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337.
(TM 472-5.) "THE SNARES OF SATAN!" 4 Pages LEFT OUT of
your Book - GC 518. "As the people of God approach the
perils of the LAST DAYS, Satan holds earnest consultation
with his angels as to the most successful plan of OVERTHROW-
ing their Faith. He sees that the POPULAR CHURCHES are al-
ready LULLED-TO-SLEEP by his deceptive Power. By PLEASING
SOPHISTRIES and LYING WONDERS he can CONTINUE to HOLD THEM
under his control. THEREFORE he directs his angels to lay
their SNARES especially for those who are...endeavoring to
KEEP all the COMMANDMENTS of God...AND-THE-SAME-LIGHT...
reveals also the MINISTRATION of Christ in the Heavenly
SANCTUARY...NOW THE CHURCH must be led to UNITE with THE
WORLD...and follow CUSTOM and TRADITION. "I WILL INFLUENCE
POPULAR (FORD-CONTRELL-BRINSMEAD) MINISTERS...to SILENCE
* * * this Sect of Sabbath-keepers... WE-LED-THE-ROMISH-CHURCH
and now we are bringing THE-PROTESTANT-CHURCHES and the
World...we will finally have a LAW to EXTERMINATE all who
"BUT BEFORE PROCEEDING TO THESE EXTREME MEASURES, we must
...ENSNARE those who honor the TRUE SABBATH. We must SEP-
ARATE them from Christ by WORLDINESS-LUST-PRIDE...LOWER
PASSIONS, which will CONFUSE JUDGMENT and destroy discrim-
ination, will cause their FALL...then they will have NO
STRENGTH TO RESIST." ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337-340.

(Would you like to ask YOUR PREACHER or the WHITE ESTATE -
just WHY this was taken OUT of your GC 518? Perhaps it
would NOT-BE-NICE to go from Door-to-Door selling a Book
that tells them this people - SELLING this Book - are
going to be DESTROYED - just like the JEWS-OF-OLD! And
for the SAME REASONS! No, that wouldn't be very Nice -
would it? Where is the ERASER ?? How glad we are that
due to our 50 YEARS-OF-AGITATION? We had the START of
these ORIGINALS RESTORED! Now believe this:)

"In the Balances of the SANCTUARY the Seventh-day Advent-
ist Church is to be weighed. SHE-WILL-BE-JUDGED...IF...
IF...on her will be pronounced the SENTENCE: "FOUND WANT-
ING." By the LIGHT bestowed, the opportunities given, will
SHE-BE-JUDGED!" T8:247. (Let the Adventists SNICKER this
away! And this also:)
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"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk in the Light that God has given." T8:67. PK 417.

IN WHAT WAY IS PROTESTANTISM (the Younger) WORSE THAN ROMANISM (the Older - the Mother)???

AS SIMPLE AS A-B-C.

(A) ROMANISM has a Choice of HELL-PURGATORY-or-LIMBO. Along with that - by MASS-ABSOLUTION-PENNANCE as well as "MERITS" earned by MONKS-NUNS and the 7 "STATIONS OF THE CROSS" - if you have those who will "PAY and PRAY" for you - you MIGHT get out of HELL into an "EXPIATORY PURIFICATION."

(B) But PROTESTANTISM is far more MERCILESS - they put you in Hell - and throw the Key away! So just what is BRINSMED-PAXTON raving about - the "EVANGELICAL GOSPEL?" There is more "GOOD NEWS-GRACE-MERCY" and NOT HALF the INSANITY - in ROMANISM!

(C) Find a Dozen ABORIGINES - unacquainted with either Religion - explain it to them so they UNDERSTAND - then ask them if they were FORCED to choose the one or the other - which would they choose ??? Only a com- puterized ROBOT would choose the "BIG EVANGELICAL LIE!" The BIGGER the LIE - and the more often it is told - the more that "BELIEVE!" "Ye believe ye know not what!"

Better to be SILENT - and remain the FOOL - than for them to speak up - and remove all Doubt.

CBC-RADIO. FARM BROADCAST. Feb. 20, 1975. Dr. Herrick. 11:45 A.M. STRANGE CHICKENS come into a Gabble of es- tablished Hens. Who is the FIRST to CHALLENGE each other?

REPLY: It is usually those on the Lowest Scale who are the FIRST to look for a Fight to CHALLENGE the Status-Quo. THE DUMB ONES. Want NO CHANGE from the CONSERVATIVE GABBLE! If we can draw an Analogy from this:

CONSERVATIVE: (Webster: Those inclined to MAINTAIN and SUSTAIN existing Institutions + Views, OPPOSED-TO-CHANGE! The perfect Church-Members! How will they make out?)

COL 406 and on gives a Picture of the MIDNIGHT CRY - the SHAKING in the Church in the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE - as the WISE and the FOOLISH go their Separate ways - both "JOIN" another Movement!

"the five with lighted Lamps (the WISE) JOINED the Throne: and entered the House with the Bridal Train, and the Door was SHUT (Probation over!) When the FOOLISH VIR- GINS reached the Banqueting Hall, they received an UNEX- PECTED DENIAL!" (They thought they were:"SAVED!:) COL 406.
This is said to be: "IN A CRISIS that CHARACTER is REVEALED! (not DEVELOPED! The DEVELOPING takes a LIFETIME!"
There is no possible CHANGE NOW! They are FIXED forever beyond CHANGE! NO OIL obtainable now even if 1,000 RDB's promise it - with HEPPENSTALL-WRIGHT-GROTHEER.)

"It is in a CRISIS that CHARACTER is REVEALED... a SUDDEN and UNLOOKED FOR CALAMITY. (Radio-active WAR-REVOLUTION-FLYING SAUCERS?) something that brings the soul face-to-face with DEATH... The great final Test comes... TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied." COL 412.

Now what do the DUMB "CONSERVATIVE" GABBLE DO ???
"...IN A TERRIBLE CRISIS... And at that Time the SUPERFICIAL, CONSERVATIVE CLASS, whose INFLUENCE has steadily retarded the progress of the Work, will RENOUNCE the Faith and take their stand with its avowed ENEMIES, toward whom their SYMPATHIES have LOOOONG been tending. THESE APOSTATES. T5:463. (What will they do?)

"As the storm approaches, a large Class who have PROFESSED "FAITH" in the Third Angel's Message, but who have not been SANTIFIED by OBEEDIENCE to the Truth, abandon their position, and JOIN the ranks of the OPPOSITION... They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethren... THESE APOSTATES." GC 608.

If you want to belong to "THESE APOSTATES" - all you have to do is follow HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-FORD-COE-BALLINGER-NUMBERS-WILSON, who prefer the TALMUD and going by FROOM-ANDERSON and the "BIBLE ALONE!". means "LIVING TEMPLE!" - "HOLY FLESH!" - "I AM SAVED-SAVED-HOLY!" JONES-WAGGONER. (See APPENDIX to OLSON BOOK and see how many Times you can find: "WAGGONER!" in the FROOM BOOK - see if you can find the PAGE and the REFERENCE where FROOM and RICHARDS based their ALL - on WAGGONER!) (This they call: "GOING BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" means going by WAGGONER-JEWISH-TALMUD-ONLY!)

Some, horrified at "SATAN-WORSHIP!" - get it ALL - OUTSIDE the SANCTUARY and the MOST HOLY PLACE. If she clicked off one DIVINE PREDICTION after the other of what they would do - and we see it fulfilled before our eyes - why should we not believe the LITTLE-THAT-IS-LEFT will also happen as the Scroll unrolls? Lord, we believe!

And we agree with EVERYTHING that you are going to do!
To this "Generation of Vipers!" - worse than MOON-SHINERS!
Undermining the Faith of MILLIONS in the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" - so will be LOST for all Eternity. Let the Light shine - and a New Day dawn.
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"THE SPOTLIGHT" (Courtesy of Ann DeMichael) - April 7, 1980. (35¢) 300 Independence Ave., S.E. WASHINGTON, DC. 20003.-we see Prime Minister of ZIONISM - Menachem Begin, who led a terrorist Gang - tying up with his new Foreign Minister of the notorious Stern Gang of NIHILISTS - Yitzhak Shamir - leading the assassins that Seventh-day Adventist "ANDERSON" and "RICHARDS" claim ELLEN WHITE said - would WIN! Thus egging them on to NATIONAL SUI- CIDEN - ready to try to drag 800,000,000 down with them in a PLANNED NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST EXPERIMENT! p. 3-22.

IN THE SAME ISSUE - although the GANG led by JARVIS of LLU - would like to STOP them - we see the Natural Treatment School marshalling some Forces of Righteousness for "FREEDOM OF CHOICE" as they face the "MEDICRAT" Dark Age of Council of Laodicea "INQUISITION." p. 12.13.22. "It is Time, Lord - for Thee to work, for they have made Void Thy LAW!" T5:452, 136. TM 373,21. "They are WRONG at the Top of their Voices!" Keeping sane Therapy from the people, and Egging on the Forces of DARKNESS. What infamy! And to think that some people would still pay them God's Tithe! As long as the Snakes are in their Cages - it is Inter- esting to Watch the cold, steel, calculating Eyes of the dangerous Reptiles - in a "Snake-at-oriun" - just as inter- esting as it is to read SDA President Wilson in his Sly-Soothing-ultimate display of PSYCHOLOGY - as "ALL-IS-WELL!" R&H. March 20, 1980. p. 8-10. Show-Business Evnagelism. Basic Megalomania that they are RIGHT - and supply the "ASSURANCE" that will SATISFY the RABBLE. As also the High-Priest did so successfully in the Days of Christ. Some of the very ones HEALED - because it was the POPULAR thing to do - also cried:"CRUCIFY HIM!!

"I saw that as the Jews CRUCIFIED Jesus, so the nominal Churches had CRUCIFIED these Messages, and therefore they have no knowledge of the way INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there. LIKE-THE-JEWS, who offered their USELESS SACRIFICES, they offer up their USELESS PRAYERS to the Apartment which Jesus has left; and Satan, PLEASED-WITH-THE-DECEPTION, assumes a Religious character, and leads the minds of these PROFESSED Christians to himself, working with his POWER, and SIGNS and LYING WONDERS, to fasten them in his SNAKE." EW 261. SG 1:171-2. 190-1.

With the above condition extent - if some have Sold their Probation away for a Mess of Theological Pottage -
as the SABBATARIAN non-pork eaters who CLAIMED they looked for a "MESSIAH" to come, and then CRUCIFIED Him because He did not set them up as their RULERS said He would - if this History is going to be Repeated.

As the SABBATARIANS again bring down NICHOLS of the R&H, led the AMA-FDA-SDA to bring down Sr. White's RED CLOVER BLOSSOM Therapy as practiced by HOXSEY - the "ANTI-QUACKERY" Forces (Sr. White's Red Clover was "QUACKERY!!" according to those who want to CUT-BLEED-BURN - when they took a Thumping good Beating when the "NATURAL HEALTH FEDERATION BULLETIN" and the "ANTI-POLLUTION" Movement were borne.

We would have Hoped the Scaly Medical Monster had his head bruised - as he went back into his Lair - but now the Adventist Beast is venturing forth again - as we notified you by sending 100 of that March 1980 issue showing on page 3, 4, 16, 18, 22 - what the SDA-LLU-JARVISES have to offer - BURN-DRUG-CUT-BLEED- spinning their Wheels with worthless Therapy.

So also BRINSMEAD has gone back to the OLD WALLOWS as he gives us HELL-PRIEST "EVANGELICALISM" as something he chooses to term: "GOOD NEWS!" or "GOSPEL!" Direct from the Bottomless Pit.

I hope WATERGATE was a Lesson to some. People came in Awe and Fear before these High Government Officials - but REMOVE the AURA of AUTHORITY and OFFICE from them - strip the Vestments from some Preachers - put them in the Dock for the Criminals that they are - with the Halo gone - they look, talk, and act like common Street Bums.

IT IS TIME TO DECLARE OUR CREED

(1) Our Position is the SAME as the Foundation Pillars that Established this Denomination.
(2) The Church and it's Leaders are the OFF-SHOOT.
(3) We go by the Waymarks set in the Beginning. CWE.
(4) We go by the ORIGINAL CHARTER establishing the Positions this people held in regard to HEALTH.
(5) We take their Position in WAR. If you know of young men and women faced with the Draft - tell them to write for March 6, 1980 "CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS" Publication from NISBCO, 550 Washington Blvd., 15th and NEW YORK AVE., N.W. WASHINGTON, DC. 20005.
(6) We believe in the 10 Commandments.
(7) That they will be kept, "Here are they that KEEP..."
(8) And they have the "Faith of Jesus" - they did not give it up to suit BARNHOUSE or BILLY GRAHAM or PAXTON.
(9) We believe that "CHARACTER-BUILDING" and "SANCTIFICATION" are the "WORK" of a "LIFETIME!" T5:500,139.
(10) Those who deny that - deny the Truth.
(11) And should get OUT! with CANRIGHT and BALLENGER.
(12) We believe that "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH ALONE!" is Listed in the SOP as the "COUNTERFEIT" - it is not Faith - "It is PRESUMPTION!" GC 472.
(13) We believe that those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH" will soon perform "MIRACLES!" that will astound the Beast! GC 444. SM 2:54,95,100. T6:400-1 MM 62. RH A4:262,570.
(14) We believe that this will be a MAJOR SIGN that they have been SEALED - on the WRONG SIDE! FOREVER!
(15) We believe that the SIGN that Adventist Probation is over - as SATAN APPEARS in a Flying Saucer and with that the SUNDAY LAW! GC 624,560,593,612, T9:97.
(16) We believe that Fred Wright's picture of a man gazing into a bright Light - is SPIRITUALISM-OCULTISM.
(17) We believe that God showed up many FALSE PROPHETS by "CHOOSING THEIR DELUSIONS" as they went into TIME-SETTING. We believe THEIR PEOPLE are WORSE than their LEADERS. For it is not easy for a LEADER to ADMIT a MISTAKE - but why cannot the BLIND FOLLOWERS of the BLIND? Why do they stick to him like Leaches to a Rock? They shall BOTH fall in the Ditch.
(18) We believe NO HELL-PRIEST will be given any HEALING POWERS from God! It is another spirit! This is ABSOLUTE! He will NEVER give His Blessing and Power to a HOLY-HELL-BAAL-PRIEST! No more than He did in the Days of Elijah. We need Elijahs today. GC 606-8.
(19) We believe those who have Departed from the Faith will soon "RAISE UP!" HOUTEFF-SR. WHITE, etc. GC 624.
(20) We Believe there are two Sets of Tables of Stone. One in the MHP in the Sanctuary in Heaven. One hidden that will not be restored to man again. But will be seen HIGH in the Heavens - out of the reach of men- when Christ comes. GC 639. and again at EXECUTIVE JUDGMENT. GC 669-9. BC 1:1109. BC 7:972.
(22) We believe that FAITH without WORKS - is DEAD. See the BEST YET! A New Book. "FAITH and WORKS", EGW from A-B-C. p. 29-33,41,51,47-8.(SPA.) SM 1:377-382,389.

Christ comes to REWARD the SAINTS and also BABYLON - "REWARD ...EVERY MAN...as his WORK shall be!" Rev. 22:12.
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THE LAST REFERENCES, found in Rev. 3, in case you did not look them up - show that the "WORKS!" of SARDIS by which she will be JUDGED! are not so Hot. And as we come to the "WORKS!" of PHILADELPHIA - as many a Minister has said - she is the ONLY ONE of all the 7 - worthy of COMMENDATION! and WHY is she commended? Because before her is set "AN OPEN DOOR!" - which SHUT-DOOR LAODICEANISM is seeking to DENY. And so they will indeed, come dragging along - the "LAST" CHURCH - the "TOO LATE FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH" - write down ANOTHER "PREDICTION" made by the Prophet - as she said: "The state of THE CHURCH represented by the FOOLISH VIRGINS, is also spoken of as the LAODICEAN STATE...HALF-HEARTED CHRISTIANS...receive FALSE IDEAS as to what constitutes vital Godliness...these HALF-HEARTED PROFESSORS...They PROFESS to be "WISE VIRGINS", but not having the OIL of GRACE in their Vessels with their Lamps, they shed forth NO LIGHT...These PROFESSORS of Religion CLAIM to keep the LAW of God, but they do not keep it... Man puts confidence in man, and makes flesh his arm...PRAY-TO-GOD-FOR-YOURSELF, believing that He listens to EVERY WORD that you utter...Since the time of the MINNEAPOLIS MEETING, I have seen the state of the LAODICEAN CHURCH as never before...LIKE THE JEWS, many have closed their eyes lest they should see...knew not that they were POOR, and MISERABLE, and BLIND, and NAKED..."I KNOW THY WORKS."... have added EVIL to EVIL. All such are FOOLISH VIRGINS... The reason why THE CHURCHES are WEAK and SICKLY and ready to DIE...Jesus says,"And I, if I be lifted up from the Earth, will draw all men unto Me." RH A2:420-2. Aug. 19 - Aug. 26, 1890. (Kept hidden in the Vaults till 1962.)

AND THIS ALSO:(So there is only ONE CHURCH?) "While the BRIDEGROOM tarried, they ALL slumbered and slept. And at MIDNIGHT there was a CRY made..."GO-YE-OUT-TO-MEET-HIM!" Then ALL those Virgins arose, and trimmed their Lamps... THERE-WAS-NO-APPARENT-DIFFERENCE between the WISE and the FOOLISH until the CRY was made..."GO-YE-OUT-TO-MEET-HIM!" but the TRUE STATE of things was then DEVELOPED...

(BRINSMead-PAXTON - PAY ATTENTION!)

"The OIL so much needed by those who are represented as FOOLISH VIRGINS, is not something to be put on the OUTSIDE. They need to bring the Truth into the SANCTUARY of the soul, that it may CLEANSE, REFINE, and SANCTIFY...CHARACTER is REVEALED by a CRISIS...Both parties were taken UNAWARES, but one was PREPARED..."

(HEPPENSTALL-FORD-COE-BALLINGER-NUMBERS- PAY ATTENTION!)
"CHARACTER must be FORMED by us as INDIVIDUALS...while MERCY-STILL-LINGERERS...let us duly consider the fact that we are Saved, NOT-AS-COMPANIES, but as INDIVIDUALS. We shall be JUDGED according to the CHARACTER we have FORM-ED. It is PERILOUS to NEGLECT to PREPARE the Soul for... PEACE-WITH-GOD...

(NO MATTER if your TALMUD does teach otherwise.....)

"It is in PROBATIONARY TIME, the TIME in which we are living, that we should calmly contemplate the TERMS of SALVATION, and live according to the CONDITIONS laid down in the Word of God. We should EDUCATE and TRAIN ourselves, HOUR-BY-HOUR and DAY-BY-DAY, by careful DISCIPLINE..."THE BLOOD of Jesus Christ his Son CLEANSETH us from ALL SIN."...am I ready to REPENT this Call to OTHERS?...

(Or as only a few Days of Probation are left - shall we at a Time like this - DENY the SANCTUARY - the ONLY PLACE where the BLOOD is now offered? Do we have this BLOOD on our DOOR-POST for all to SEE? Or are we ASHAMED of the OPEN DOOR PHILADELPHIAN TRUTHS - and must go over to the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" - the BIG CHURCH found in TM 16 and not the one found in TM 15 - the only one that Preacher seems to know anything about - but there are TWO CHURCH-ES THERE! Whuch one is the BIG CONFEDERACY? TM 15 or TM 16?

"What INFATUATION, what MADNESS, it is to REFUSE...How VAIN are the EXCUSES...Men CONFEDERATE with SATANIC POWERS...FALSE SHEPHERDS aid Satan in his work as they cry, "PEACE and SAFETY," when SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is about to fall upon THEM... The Lord takes those who are...UNEDUCATED, HUMBLE men and women, and sends them forth with his WARNING MESSAGE...wax valiant in the FIGHT, and put to flight the ARMIES of the ALIENS. "See that ye refuse not him that speaketh." Every time you turn away your ear and refuse to LISTEN, every time you refuse to OPEN THE DOOR of your heart, you strengthen yourself in UNBELIEF. .BE WARNED...ANGELS ARE WAITING to beat the Tidings to Heaven that another lost soul has been found, that another has heartenked to the counsel of the TRUE WITNESS...The hosts of Heaven are waiting ready to strike their Harps, and to sing a song of rejoicing...The LAW of God is an EMANATION of INFINITE LOVE, and naught but BLESSING can result to him who ADMINISTERS and to him who OBEYS that LAW...Neither parents nor children will prosper except as they ENDEAVOR to reach the GREAT STAND-ARD of RIGHTEOUSNESS." RH A3:291-5 Sept. 17, 24. Oct. 1, 1895.
FROM A MINISTER; Feb. 10, 1980.

"My dear brother Hoehn:

Another decade has come, and the Lord has not yet returned, and although you and I do not share the same persuasions, I guess that I as much as you are sorry for the delay...What a great blessing the writings of Ellen G. White are at this time, and even if they have been altered (as you say) they are still a joy to read (EMPHASIS ADDED)...I do not look for the errors, but bask in the sunlight of the Truth revealed. What a sad day it would be for me to start doubting the Books of Ellen White, to have my faith destroyed in the Testimonies, no I cannot allow my mind to dwell upon such themes for one second...Thank you so much for the Tapes. I have listened to one of them "THE NEW AWAKENING" and I agree with you, when you say that a man can be very polite, and very "nice" and sweet, and outwardly be doing all the "right" things at the right time, and saying beautiful and inspiring words from the pulpit, but he can be a wolf in sheep's clothing-yes, that's true. Luckily for me, I've learn't through some bitter experiences, that man is fallible - only last week I was shocked by hearing some terrible news about a certain man, I highly respected. A professor...fallen into the sin of adultery. As never before, we need to keep our eyes on the Saviour and His cross. We look too much to men...if we are waiting for the reformation of the whole church, that day will never come...let's hope that we are ready...instead of flogging away in bitterness at SDA Church...you are still right where you started...will you not maybe like Canright and others confess on your dying day that you would not like anybody to follow in your footsteps???

Your brother in the faith...Elder in Africa...

Thank you also for your March 29, 1980 letter received... and will forward to Sr. Ann..."

Now I see everyone lined up to see how HOEHN will Reply:

In mentioning CANRIGHT - you could have also brought up BALLenger-FLETChER-JONES-WAGGONER-KELLOGG-HOUTEFF-RODAN-ROGERS and 157 others. But what did they all have in common? We may as well go back to the BEGINNING"

WILLIAM ELLIS FOY, a MULATTO. Brilliant, talented - was given a Vision, Jan.-Feb. 1842. Some conflicting Reports between "ELLEN G. WHITE-MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT" (EGW-MR 29,30) and SDA ENCYCLOPEDIA BC 10:417-419. and LOUGHBOUR-OUGH'S BOOK - "THE GREAT SECOND ADVENT MOVEMENT."
HAZEN FOSS, fine appearance and address, educated. With the MILLERITES they expected the Lord to appear Oct. 22, 1844. To soften the Blow and the Disappointment - the Lord gave these Visions - IN TIME. But because they FAILED - the burden was placed on the "WEAKEST OF THE WEAK" And she had a terrible Time of it. WHY ???

***

YOU ANSWER THAT QUESTION - WHY ???. And you will know a lot more of the History of the Third Angel's Message. Setting aside minor conflicting Reports of just HOW it happened - the Upshot of it all is that both FOY and FOSS acknowledged that they had THE SAME VISIONS as ELLEN GOULD HARMON. (See References already given.)

NOW BACK TO THE QUESTION: why did they not want to give the Message - or why did they START and STOP? Try to place yourself back with the Jews. They were so PROUD of their HERITAGE - they being the "ONLY PEOPLE!" on Earth that God regarded - this is why it was such an OFFENSE when He would so much as TALK to a Woman of SAMARIA - or tell the Story of the "GOOD SAMARITAN."

Well, of course - everyone knew that NO GOOD could come from SAMARIA! So he was flying in the Face of all good JEWISH "Beat the Romans!" - TRADITION. What with His Message of "PEACE with all men!"

And the names that He called the Church Leaders! Names that could not be repeated in front of little Children!

EVERY ONE of the Apostles that REPEATED that Message - did so at the Cost of their Lives. Now this was EXACTLY THE REASON WHY - FOY and FOSS chose NOT to give what was given them - the Essence of "MY FIRST VISION." That no Church wants to this Day. It shows:

1. [144,000] saved from the whole World.
2. These are not Laodiceans but Philadelphia.
3. Christ went into the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844.
4. And when He comes out - ALL HELL break loose on Earth. (And if you do not like that "LANGUAGE!!") Those are the EXACT WORDS in your R&H of recent Date describing this very situation. And if that is not good enough for you - when it comes - YOU WILL AGREE with it. When 7 Plagues hit this Earth - starting with the "JEWS" in the "HOLY CITY!!" HISTORY REPEATED.

The JEWS did not want that Message - the Adventists do not want it - neither did FOY and FOSS. They wanted a "VISION!!" and a "MESSAGE!!" that would be POPULAR!!

And so since the Days of URIAH SMITH - the "CHANGER" in the Temple have been trying to "IMPROVE - 41-
TRYING TO IMPROVE THEIR OWN "IMAGE!" They come right out and say so! But you, of course - do not want to know anything about it! You prefer the way the HIGH-PRIEST interpreted the Holy Scrolls. This is where the "Testimony of Jesus" had a running Battle with the LAODICIAN PHARISEES! "Said the Angel, pointing to those in the (R&H) Office: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the Scribes and PHARISEES, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A PROFESSION ("FAITH ALONE!") is not enough...It is HARD WORK to follow on STEP by STEP, PAINFULLY and SLOWLY, onward and upward, in the PATH of PURITY and HOLINESS...This is the KNOWLEDGE and EXPERIENCE that the hands in the Office all want, and MUST HAVE, or they DAILY bring reproach upon the cause of Christ." T3:193. They BANISHED John the Revelator to the Isle of Patmos for bringing this Message. RH A5:107.

WHEN YOU ARE TALKING about CANRIGHT-URIAH SMITH-NAGEL-ROGERS and all those who want to see 144,000 SAVED from one Tribe of Judah alone! (Or, better yet! SAVE them ALL! And make the number "SYMBOLIC!" DARE-YOU-PREACH-ANYTHING-ELSE-IN-THE-ADVENTIST-CHURCH-OF-TODAY?)

IT WAS KD-A that ye take too much upon you - seeing the Congregation is HOLY - every one of them!

THAT IS why they have CHANGED the WRITINGS! To hand them sweet NOTHINGs! PUFFED UP in their fleshly Mind! PROUD-ARROGANT-HAUGHTY! And you think we are looking for HONOR by bringing back the TRUTH of "MY FIRST VISION!" that NO CHURCH WANTS TODAY! and no Church ever did! You class us with CANRIGHT who wanted to GO-TO-THE-WORLD for more HONOR to himself? Did we accept the TRUTH on the 144,000, on "I AM SAVED!" - on HEALTH and WAR and CHRISTMASS and EASTER - because, like CANRIGHT - we seek POPULARITY? You had better clean your Glasses and get them on STRAIGHT!

HOW GLAD WE ARE that we know the Truth, that we do not have to bask in the Shadow of a MOB! Because: "To stand in DEFENSE of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US, to fight the Battles of the Lord when CHAMPIONS are FEW (you could be one of them) this will be our TEST." T5:136.

(Are you WISHING and PRAYING that they would have reached in there and changed THAT ???) As did the Jews.

I believe that they have the RIGHT not to believe the above. BUT NOT under the PRETENSE that they "BELIEVE!" the Testimonies. I believe they should have been as HONORABLE as CANRIGHT and go and JOIN the OTHER CHURCHES!

SUNDAY-HELL-PORK-AND ALL. -42-
We have the SAME decision to make Today as the PROUD AR\-AROGANT JEWS. THE RABBIS and their TRADITION said they were going to Win! Christ countered that and said not one Stone will remain on the other!

So do we want to be BLIND to the ORIGINAL WRITINGS before they "FIXED" them up? In their DESPERATE attempt to make "SPEW OUT!" mean "GOING THROUGH?" That is what KD+A did. That is what the Jews did. What did it get them? Who was WISE? those who hung on for dear life? Or those who ELED for their LIVES? "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

Dear Sr. Hort:

We certainly do appreciate your Counsel re the African situation. Sorry that what you printed is only part of a JAMES WHITE TESTIMONY - however it does counter what FORD is trying to palm off...COTRELL is CHALLENGING the entire Adventist World, and this is what gives FORD so much BACKING - daring ANYONE to "PROVE" the SANCTAURY TRUTHS of 1844 - "FROM THE BIBLE!" I think that CROSIER did that in a wonderful way. When we point-ed that out years ago Andreasen said he "LOST NO TIME" to get the ORIGINAL CROSIER*DAY-STAR, EXTRA, Feb. 7, 1846 Articles."A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p. 12.) And since then they have gone fast and furious throughout the World, trying to "FIND" the AUTHENTIC "ORIGINAL", and I think the best Documentation is from "LEAVES OF AUTUMN", PO Box 440, Payson, Arizona 85541. (Ask for:)

"ARTICLES FROM THE DAY-STAR." I paid $2.75. THE REAL ONE is on p.13-20. Parts MISSING - found IN FULL here. It appears that MIKE CLUTE is selling the same Book but thinks EGW (HARMON) wrote it. GOD'S LAST CALL, PO Box 387, Salem, West Virginia 26426. ($2.75.) (by CROSIER.)

LETTER FROM ANN DeMICHAEL re RUSSELL and COLIN STANDISH:

"The "VOICE OF CONCERNED MEN" zeroing in on the Erroneous Teachings of FORD! Might this crescendo from the VOICE "of concerned men" in anyway symbolize-literalize the WOE CREATURE?

"For Seven years a man continued to go up and down the streets of JERUSALEM, declaring the WOES that were to come upon the CITY. By day and by night he chanted the WILD DIRGE,"A Voice from the East! a Voice from the West! a Voice from the Four Winds! a Voice against JERUSALEM and the TEMPLE! a Voice against the Bridegroom and the Bride! and a Voice against ALL THE PEOPLE." 1884 GC 31-2

Webster: DIRGE - FUNERAL HYMNS. And it sure is WILD
in that "THIS STRANGE BEING" did not lift his "VOICE" to give the full Straight Testimony - Midnight Cry: "GO YE OUT to meet Him! "Come OUT of her, My People!"

WILD; in the "man" did not himself express the NEED to LEAVE! Although some do go OUT into REFORM as "WILD DECOYS" to lure the weak ones BACK into that DOOMED CITY - the Laodicean Church. Is WILD because "the WOES that were to come upon the CITY" - go UNHEEDED because the LEADERS - the PRINCES OF RENOWN - see the STANDISH BROTHERS attend the DALLAS GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION and take part in the DELIBERATIONS as HONORED DELEGATES - "ADVENTIST REVIEW" - April 23, 1980. p. 10. April 24, 1980. p. 20. As they SYMPATHIZE with their ASPIRATIONS - FORD or NO FORD - SANCTUARY or NO SANCTUARY. EW 56, 261. 1846 BROADSIDE.


WHAT BETTER PLACE TO START than the SLAUGHTER of the Baal-Priests (DECOYS of Satan who would betray us into finding Christ CLEAR OUTSIDE the Sanctuary - even in the "OUTER COURT!") For instance FTW + Leslie Hardinge! - "JUSTIFICATION by Faith - this is the message of the COURT." R&H. June 19, 1970. p. 9.10. LESLIE HARDINGE. GC SESSION.

This also was the MESSAGE of BRINSEMEAD! Have these people no SHAME? no CONVICTIONS? Our only Hope is to be ANCHORED "WITHIN the Vail." The Third Angel points in only ONE DIRECTION: "...the REMNANT followed Jesus INTO the Most Holy Place...AN ANCHOR to the people of God." EW 254-6.

"WOE!" CREATURE - "His warning cry ceased not until he was SLAIN in the SIEGE he had foretold." 1884 GC 32. (30)

Yet - "NOT-ONE-CHRISTIAN-PERISHED in the DESTRUCTION of Jerusalem." 1884 GC 32. (30). THIS "WOE!" CREATURE was not a Christian - neither a Faithful Watchmen - nor a Believer - LIKE-THE-STANDISH-BROTHERS - he did not have - "THE FAITH that WORKS by Love and PURIFIES the Soul!!" by OBEDIENCE to the MIDNIGHT CRY: "GO YE OUT to meet Him!"

"GO YE OUT" (of the DOOMED CITY) - God will not be Trifled with - if He gives a MESSAGE - no PARTIAL Message, no SUBSTITUTE MESSAGE - will do. "To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given." COL 420. 1900. If they have not a LOVE for the Truth - God will send them "STRONG DELUSIONS" that they should believe a LIE.
That they "ALL might be DAMNED who believed NOT the TRUTH, but had pleasure in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS." As they Rejected the Teachings of His Word, God withdraws His Spirit, and leaves them to the DECEPTIONS which they LOVE."

2 Thess. 2:10-12. We are DEPENDENT CREATURES - we can not make it alone - so if we play Games with our convictions - and the Spirit "LEAVES US!" - what chance do we have? There are some things that we should "LOVE NOT!"

The "WOE" creatures of Today set a WRONG EXAMPLE by remaining in the DOOMED CITY. Their INFLUENCE is a savor of DEATH unto DEATH. Their WILD DIRGE is tuned with praises for Laodicea going thru. "LOVE THE CHURCH!" is what we heard in Pennsylvania from GROTHEER! (Why not LOVE the WORLD, the World is no Worse!) "BOLDLY will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD!" PK 187.

Ravenous dogs full of pride and ambition, striving for the supremacy. "MANY are thinking, planning, and working so eagerly for SELF EXALTATION that in order to gain the sympathy and support of the people they are ready to PERVERT the TRUTH." EW 261,

A SHAM for: "THE VOICE OF CONCERNED MEN" to influence - flatter the congregation to THINK that their Leaders are AWAKED and ON GUARD to protect the Flock from the infiltration of FALSE DOCTRINES!!! Now at the setting of the sun under the shade of evening which is come upon the CHURCH these dumb dogs, like SCAVENGERS, bay at FORD while BLASPHEMIES are on their own lips - for they THINK and SAY" GOD does not even HEAR of "OUR WICKEDNESS" - "But Thou, O Lord, shalt LAUGH at THEM; For the SIN (OPEN SCOFFING) of their mouth and the words of their lips let them even be taken in their PRIDE: and for CURSING (the LAW!) and LYING; (under OATH: which is PERJURY as they MISREPRESENT the TEACHING of the BIBLE and the SOP) - "and for CURSING and LYING which they speak - CONSUME THEM in WRATH, consume them, that-they-may-not-be, and let them KNOW that God ruleth in Jacob unto the ENDS of the Earth." Ps. 59:6-8,12.

And in Ezekiel chapters 8&9, WHICH-IS-THE-SEALING-TIME! It is the ANCIENT MEN that flout the COMMANDS and WILL of Jehovah God "For they say, (This is the Teaching of RDB-PAXTON and EVANGELICALISM!) the Lord SEETH us NOT; the Lord hath forsaken the Earth." And so since no LAW can be kept - they go into GREATER ABOMINATIONS that they DO... they worship the SUN towards the EAST!"
"For there is no FAITHFULNESS (margin: STEADFASTNESS) in their MOUTH (margin: in the mouth of any of THEM!); their INWARD PART (so they CONFESS!) is VERY WICKEDNESS: their throat is an OPEN SEPULCHRE; they FLATTER with their TONGUE." Ps. 5:9-10.

"DESTROY Thou THEM, O GOD; let them fall by their OWN COUNSELs. Cast them OUT in the multitude of their TRANS- GRESSIONs; for they have REBELED against Thee."..."De- part from me, all ye workers of INIQUITY." 5:10. 6:8.

"And I saw THREE UNCLEAN spirits like Frogs come out of the MOUTH of the DRAGON-BEAST-FALSE PROPHET. For they are the SPIRITS-OF-DEVILS, working MIRACLES, which go forth unto the KINGS OF THE Earth (via LAWYERS and JUDGES) and of the WHOLE WORLD, to GATHER them to the BATTLE of that GREAT DAY of God Almighty." Rev. 16:13,14.

PREPARATION FOR THE END...the Lord showed me that a great work must be done for His people before they could stand in THE BATTLE in the DAY of the Lord. I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be "ADVENTISTS", but who reject the PRESENT TRUTH, and saw that they were CRUMBLING and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME, so that the PRE- CIOUS JEWELS among them, who have formerly been DECEIVED, may have their EYES OPENED to see their TRUE STATE. AND NOW - when the TRUTH is presented to them by the LORD'S MESSENGERS they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates and errors, EMBRACE the precious truth and STAND where they can DEFINE their position...EVERY JEWEL will be brought OUT and GATHERED." EW 69,70.

Dear TED and GOLDIE Popielak:

Thank you for sending the "FINAL CENTURY RESEARCH FOUNDATION" paper from OREGON, "Dr. Desmond Ford's DANGEROUS DOCTRINES." This is an at- tempt as many BEFORE them- to bring about a "REFORMATION" from "WITHIN!" In the same Class as the SHEPHERD'S RODS - ROGERIES-HUDSON-RUE-GROTHER-GRINSMED, they are TOO LATE! They "FORGAVE" these OPEN APOSTASIES in OTHERS-FOR-YEARS - and now WAKE UP for WHAT ??? To COUNTER the MIDNIGHT CRY "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" means, as usual - "GO YE IN to meet Him!" They also FEATURE the PETE and REPEAT BROTHERS - in the BANGKOK TAPES where the Call is: "STAY IN OLD JERUSALEM... NO MATTER HOW DEFECTIVE THEY MAY BE!" Like some JAPANESE in the JUNGLES - not knowing the STANDISH BROTHERS have GIVEN UP and let FORD take over. But they still peddle these Papers around!
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We have always had to compete with "HANGERS-ON" - HALF-WAY-HOUSE-LAODICEANS - want to keep one Foot in the Church and one Foot in Reform. EVEN POPES TRIED THAT - admitted the Church was not what it should be - but there was NO REFORMATION until they made a COMPLETE BREAK. There is no other way. These HALF-WAY REFORMERS end up back in the Pews - and say NOTHING! Claim it is the "HOLY SPIRIT" that makes them BLIND-DEAF-DUMB. Like the STANDISH BROTHERS are now - NEUTRAL, and raising TITHE and OFFERINGS for FORD. FORD has Won! It is a Slide to Perdition. Some of these "FORMER SDA PREACHERS" have a LOT to LEARN - and more to UN-LEARN - before they know the real Issues. Now they PRETEND they are HORRIFIED at FORD denying the SANCTUARY - but they were totally TONGUE-TIED when JONES-WAGGONER-BALLINGER did that since 1903. And the self-confessed "AWAKENING!" came to America with "JUSTIFICATION-BY-FAITH!" in the OUTER COURT. Then they said NOTHING! now they pick on FORD - WHY??? The STANDISH BROTHERS have given up - will they give up also? Or are they STILL going to do a Great Work - from WITHIN? THE LAST MESSAGE FROM GOD: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!

"To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given!" COL 420. 166,75. SM 1:93, 413-4. EW 278-9. COR 57, 122. AA 432. Isa. 60:1.

"LUTHER...The influence of this ONE MAN, who dared to THINK and ACT for himself in Religious matters, was to affect THE CHURCH and THE WORLD, not only in his own Time, but for all future Generations." GC 166. (140).

I was thinking of these people who want nothing "WITHIN!" it is all "WITHOUT!" - do they not have enough: "FAITH!" that they can be: "PARTAKERS-OF-HIS-RIGHTeousness?" Do they not have enough: "FAITH!" that He can: "CLEANSE them from all UNRIGHTEOUSNESS?" They must have a WEAK god and a WEAK faith...lower than a Snake's Belly.

With HEPPENSTALL-WRIGHT-BRINSMead-PAXTON-WAGGONER-MAXWELL-GROTHEER and the JEWISH TALMUD, they must "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY!" for CHRIST-MESSIAH to come! To CHANGE their "CHARACTER!" Even though Sr. White said there is NO-CHANGE-THEN! They prefer the TRADITIONS OF MEN! BILLY GRAHAM-MORMONISM-JW-HWA-PROCRISTINATION.

"PERFECTION of CHARACTER is ATTAINABLE by every one who STRIVES for it. This is made the VERY FOUNDATION of the NEW COVENANT of the GOSPEL. The LAW of Jehovah is the TREE; the GOSPEL is the fragrant blossoms and FRUIT which
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it bears. When the Spirit of God REVEALS...THE LAW, a
CHANGE takes place in his HEART." SM 1:212.

"There is no SAFETY nor REPOSE nor JUSTIFICATION in trans-
gression of the LAW." (Read on!) SM 1:213.

"There are many BELIEFS that the mind has NO RIGHT to
entertain." SM 1:214.

"I do not mean that CHEAP FAITH unsupported by WORKS."

Dear Bro. Alvin Bain:

"WAS URIAH SMITH A JEW?" I wish
I knew. Hope some one in the know will check this out
for us - how many JEWS are RUNNING the Church into the
Ground - Today? As they are the Nations. Getting them
lined up for an ATOMIC CLASH-And the Church on BOTH
SIDES! Following in the Tracks of ROMANISM." TM 362.
JEWS are running the CATHOLICS. It was a CATHOLIC Prime
Minister of Canada that got himself TOSSSED OUT! Because
he tried to EGG-ON-THE-JEWS as does the SDA Church.
To NATIONAL SUICIDE - as History is Repeated. Will send
your Letter on to Sr. Ann. Thank you.

EYES.

SUGAR and OVERCOOKED (FRIED) MEALS - rob body of CALCIUM,
AND CHROMIUM. Rob the EYES of needed nutrients.

"To disregard light as to reject it." (ST 680)
"Indifference in the Christian life is a man-
ifest denial of the Saviour." (8T 45)
"Indifference...in a religious crisis is...the
worst type of hostility against God." (3T 281)

CALCIUM: the great need for NERVES - LOW BLOOD SUGAR.
I was glad to read that PAAVO AIRLOA never uses OIL in
the FRYING PAN. He uses WATER. I do the same - only I use
MILK. NEVER-BURN-OIL! NEVER! Some, too STUBBORN to learn
must BREAK DOWN with GALL-LIVER-PANCREAS (HYPOGLYCEMIC,
DIABETIC-GALL PROBLEMS.) Wonderful thing is YOUNG PEOPLE
learn BEFORE they break-down. PROPER COOKING CLASSES the
highest form of RELIGION.

LATEST NATURAL HEALTH DISCOVERY: CHROMIUM from BREWER'S
YEAST. Best Brewer's yeast now made from MOLASSES BASE.
ALIVE #29. p. 11. VITAMIN C for CATARACTS. For EYES.
p. 12. Vitamin B3. NIACIN for PELLEGRA-SCHIZOPHRENIA-DE-
MENTIA-NERVES-BAD BREATH-CANKER SORES-BURNING TONGUE, Wheat Germ, Sunflower Seeds, Nuts good source of Niacin. LIQUID CHROMIUM may be best.
p. 25. GINSENG ROOT may stabilize BLOOD PRESSURE - BLOOD SUGAR LEVELS - good for BRAIN CELLS.
p. 27. HIGH ALTITUDES - Cancer almost unknown.
p. 30. "One Third of all Diseases can be cured by SWEATING." ALIVE. #30. p. 4. WHEAT GERM for RACE-HORSES. Why not for U?
p. 6. MARGARINE - is by far the worst kind of FAT U can eat!
p. 14. VITAMIN B6 for DEPRESSION. Watch "THE PILL!"
p. 17. YELLOW ONION-GARLIC. Ability to lower BLOOD PRESSURE (hypertension) and helps for CONSTIPATION. Has CALCIUM and POTASSIUM. P. 19. VITAMIN B6... (HEART.)

INTERESTING DISCOVERY !!!! Ann DeMichael sent me a Copy of a Tape by MORRIS LEWIS. "GOD'S LAST CALL" #841. And in this Tape he says he DID-NOT-KNOW! EW 254-6 that Christ entering the MHP in 1844 - was "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" He thought the Third Angel's Message was this and that - but he DID-NOT-KNOW (until he made up a Chart for this Lecture) that the TRUTH of the MHP - was involved in the THE-THIRD-ANGEL'S-MESSAGE!

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN ??? That a whole Generation of Adventist Ministers have been raised up by the FROOMS and the ANDERSONS - who made no point (or DELIBERATELY AVOIDED!) this Subject. NO WONDER! the AWAKENING could come to America - HARDINGE at the 1970 GC SESSION - FORD at PUC in 1979 - can ATTACK the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" and the SDA MINISTRY stands Tongue-Tied! does not know the DIFFERENCE - for no one told them! They have indeed a LOT-TO-LEARN - and much more TO-UNLEARN! Take this as a Snide remark if you wish - but I mean every Bit of it. "WE WILL TELL THEM they will NOT-TELL-US!"

Some who KNOW BETTER, Prefer not to exercise their WEAK-MINDS by COMPARING! Also, as anyone knows who has done it, it takes a LOT-OF-TIME! The Lord has to give one an uncommon LOVE for the Truth - and the "GRACE!" of God of GC 506 must give us a good share of "ENMITY!!" against the Devil and his agents - to bother knowing the REAL TRUTH! I am surprised the things we keep finding. AND-WHY-THEY-SEEK-TO-COVER-IT-UP like a Cat on a Tin Roof. FRANTIC! And when they can't cover it up they now DENY-THE-TESTIMONIES! And, that too she PREDICTED! HOW-CLOSE-ARE-WE-TO-THE-END? "THE VERY LAST DECEPTION" of Satan will be to make of NONE EF-
"STEPS TO CHRIST." - "compiled by another writer for EGW?"

A SHAME to repeat such things. It might fasten in some WEAK MIND. "There is DANGER, not only that UNBALANCED MINDS will be led into FANATICISM, but that DESIGNING persons will take advantage of this EXCITEMENT to further their own selfish ends...run ahead of Christ...UNBALANCED MINDS to think that they have wonderful LIGHT...PRESCRIPTION lies close beside the Path of Faith." SM 2:17.

SR. WHITE DID NOT TRUST THE URIAH SMITHS RUNNING THE PUBLISHING HOUSE - so she turned over "STEPS TO CHRIST" the Message of 1888 to "FLEMING REVELL COMPANY" in 1892. I have 2 copies. The Adventists spent a "KING'S RANSOM" to get that Book back under their Control. And sure enough! TRUST THEM! they CHANGED it - added that CON- TROVERSIAL "TEARS-IN-HIS-VOICE - FIRST "LOVE!" chapter. Mark an "X" on every page of that FIRST CHAPTER and you will have the Book as the Lord gave it. ALL CHURCHES are pushing the "UNLIMITED LOVE!" of God - even the HELL-BELIEVERS! So they have a WRONG idea of the Nature and Character of God - as they did in the Days of Noah. PP. 101.

BC 4:1161. Ezek. 9. (Rev. 7:2) Those who are SEALED and are thus PREPARED for the "SHAKING!" Very interesting thought. Goes right along with COL 412. It is then "TOO LATE!" TO get OIL or CHANGE! "TODAY is the DAY!!"

I am sending you some back Papers but will put you down for a PACKET later on. You mention "CHARTS" referred to on a Tape. We had a "PHILADELPHIA" Chart and a Ten-Commandment "WAYMARK ARK THEORY" Chart. I advise you to make your own. Take a Paper about 18 inches by 3 feet - Rule lines on it about an inch apart (No, that better be about 2x3 feet) because you want room for 3 "JUDGMENTS." A-B-C COURTS. Get the Class to answer the Questions - you will be SURPRISED how well the average Class will Reply. And everyone will be delighted to have the Chart fold out in front of their Eyes. Try it. Sending you an "ANTICHRIST" Paper now. By Bud Shuster. Still have about 20 left. That was a Mailing for Nov. 1977. We will send you a full Set of Tapes and name the ones you want EXTRA - for LOANING OUT. If they keep them - they pay for them. 2 for $5.00. We do not have an ILLUMINATI "ONE-WORLDER" FUND like some of the AWAKENING has - to draw on. The THIRD ANGEL'S MESS-AGE is the ONLY THING keeping them from a complete TAKE-OVER. So a few MILLION $'s spent to Fool the Adventist Church to put out such TRASH as the MAXWELL BOOK - is
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small Peanuts for the CONSPIRACY. The Record of what they will do was shown in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337-340. LIFTED OUT of your GC 518. 4 full Pages. Found OUT OF CONTEXT in TM 472-5. "The FEAR of MAN bringeth a SNARE" ST 4:77. EW 105. See also 1884 GC 51,53,55,58. How SATAN intends to SNARE this people. When given this Vision she heard the most beautiful MUSIC coming from Satan's Head-quarters in a HIDDEN VALLEY.

Do we believe the Testimonies LESS now that we Listen to the MOCKERS-HEPPENSTALL-COE-NUMBERS-BRINSMEAD-FORD-COTTRELL-FROOM-ANDERSON-JONES-WAGGONER-BALLENGER.

(The MORE THEY GO FOR "SPIRITUAL WIFE" WAGGONER - the MORE they DROP the MOST HOLY PLACE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" What they want is in the CRIMSON HARLOT'S HAND - the WINE of "I AM SAVED-HOLY-SINNER" just like BABYLON! Together with her Offer of "LOVE and unity!" These are the INGREDIENTS of that "COUNTERFEIT" - GC 464-473.)

So we believe her MORE not LESS! for too long have we known these Writings are INSPIRED - we do not intend to give them up now for some OLD DODDERING SECOND-CHILDHOOD MEN like FROOM-ANDERSON-MAXWELL-SKADSHEIM-HEPPENSTALL.


"In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged... HE-CANNOT-USE-THEM!" "THIS-WILL-BE-OUR-TEST!" T5:80,136.

(I see MORRIS LEWIS in his Tape ran into a great deal of difficulty when he tried to tie in the "MARRIAGE" with the URIAH SMITH ADDITION to GC 427. (1-2). NOT FOUND in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 258-272. URIAH SMITH - trying to "CLARIFY" the MUDDLED WATERS by his SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE learned in a Worldly SEMINARY from his beloved HOPKINS-GUTHRIES-SPURGEONS-Holy Hell-Priests all- just like RDB goes to PAXTON for "LIGHT!" URIAH SMITH really handed the Adventists a Legacy. And it is INTERESTING to see the ADVENTIST PREACHERS quoting "ELLEN WHITE!" so POSITIVELY without EVER going to the ORIGINAL to see the WILD DIFFERENCE! But then of course - there is a REASON, it is called "GENERAL CONFERENCE (ADMINISTRATIVE) POLICY." And you step out of Line of the FROOMS-ANDERSONS-WILSONS and you are on the Carpet! So, like the 3 Monkeys - they hope to get by, by "HIN no Evil- SIN no Evil, and DIN no Evil!" Perhaps then it will go away. Like the "SHEPHERD'S
ROD" neighbor to C.A. ANDERSON came over on the Sabbath his clothes REEKING from the Barn and his Shoes tracked it over the Floor - perhaps if we had the "FAITH!" their "god" has in "CHRIST’S RIGHTEOUSNESS!" - we, too, would be as BLIND as the BRINSMEAD-PAXTON benevolent Pot-Bellied BUDDHA - and would see and smell - NOTHING! Only trouble is our "FAITH" was too WEAK for that.

Our Faith is also TOO WEAK to go by the SDA Ministers that insist on dragging that Uriah Smith (WAGGONER TAL-MUD) stuff into our Living Room. And then claim they are enjoying a Bed of Roses! No matter how thin you slice it- that URIAH SMITH stuff is still "BOLONEY!"

If they choose to go by the URIAH SMITH MONO-MANIASM - they will see only ONE Church - ONE Babylon - ONE close of Probation - ONE Plague (ARMAGEDDON!) ONE Latter Rain, ONE Midnight Cry (1843-4) ONE Last Message.

God has (3) Babylons (7) Churches (3) Sealings (4) Angels' Messages, and if we "WAIT ABOUT THE SANCTUARY" for the self-confessed "AWAKENING!" to see this, we will find ourselves in the 'last' Church - the LOST Church - the FOOLISH VIRGIN Church! "The Church MILITANT is NOT the Church TRIUMPHANT!" TM 61,45. And that Reference tells you WHY BEFORE any FROOM is going to launch this Church into the "LOUD CRY!" - there must be a "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES (COUNTERFEIT! GC 464) for the BURNING!" RH A1:417. A3:410, 593. A4:255,365. A3:82. "GOING TO B. C." 84.

WHAT AN EYE-OPENER that Lewis said he did not know the IMPORTANCE of the MOST HOLY PLACE 1844 THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE until he made his own Chart! FROOM-ANDERSON kept that out of the SEMINARY CLASSES!

Dear Bro. Paul Williams: We do not go by LELIA WILKINSON like the rest of the SHEPHERD'S ROD "AWAKENING" she is a Fence-Straddler. Like NAGEL - like GROTHEER - trying to serve both sides toward the Middle. Anyone who believes 144,000 Adventists are going to give the "LOUD CRY!" has denied the Faith of "MY FIRST VISION." Do not see how ANYONE can try to tie the two together. She can stay where she belongs - in the Church - front Seat, back Seat, Balcony or Basement - any place they will put her.

Dear Sr. Ramsey:

SPOKANE is about 100 miles South of here, and this MOUNT HELEN'S VOLCANO is spouting off about 100 miles SW of that. Depending on the Wind - it has been HAZEY here for days. The roads are closed to SPOKANE. It is said to be under ½ inch or more of ASH. Much MORE the closer you get. Then when it RAINS - it washes the ASH
and clogs up the RIVERS. The GOVERNMENT has WARNED the POLICE and HYWAYS DEPTS. to keep some Vehicles under cover at all Times, so they will have some Vehicles to run in case of EMERGENCY. They say the ASH sucks into the CARBURETORS and clog them up. It may KILL some Plant-Animal- and Human Life. - and may ACTIVATE others - like SULPHURIC ACID FERTILIZERS. A false Energy.

About 1910-1914 when a Mountain blew its Top right off in Alaska - the Women in Vancouver, BC - some few Days later - pulling in the Clothes-line - everything was ASHES in thier hands. SULPHURIC ACID RAIN. It can be other and more POISONOUS FUMES-GASES-ACIDS that is why PRESIDENT CARTER has declared WASHINGTON a DISASTER AREA (State of Washington) and is flying over MOUNT HELENS today with Scientists to evaluate the Situation - as it may blow its Top right off. People clear up to here are wearing "POLLUTION MASKS" - makes one wonder where they all of a sudden obtain such Masks. As it is said to make some people Sick. (Even worse than SMOKING?) They may have to evacuate 50,000 people. The Pictures you saw on TV - taken by 2 young men from about 15 miles away before they High-Tailed it out of there - said there were Lightning Flashes in the Ash-Clouds, at the Summit. It is causing EARTH-QUAKEs clear up to 200 miles away. Sounds like what one reads about VENUS - the MYSTERY PLANET. Think of the POWER of God in the EARTH - in the AIR - and in the OUTER-SPACES of the UNIVERSE. All obey His Commands. Think of the upset of NATURE - at the "VOICE OF GOD!" EW 272,285, 15,34. T1:354. Think of those who DENY the POWER OF GOD - that He controls from the MOST HOLY PLACE. The BLOOD of Christ CLEANSES from all Sin - and the BLOOD since 1844 is found ONLY in the MHP. How I shudder to think of those who go their PRESUMPTUOUS WAY - so ready and quick to follow the FORDS-COTTRELS-HEPPENSTALLS-WAGGONERITES-COES- NUMBERS and other BUMS! Makes one think they never did have any Religion - no more than JUDAS or ACHAN. It is a CRISIS that is bringing out the "DIFFERENCE" not seen before. COL 408 (5). 412.(4-6). "At this time a MESSAGE from God." COL 415. "...in a MESSAGE which is YET FUTURE!" 1888 GC 383. "THE LAST MESSAGE." T5:206-7. "A (NEW) MESSAGE." COL 127. "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464.

Dear unsigned Name:

Yes, I receive the "PLAIN TRUTH."
I got him to believe the TRUTH about HELL. SOP means "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY." "FAT-HEAD THE 13th." Adventist Pope. I called him that before I knew he was a proven JESUIT. I could tell by what he wrote. FIGUHR. If he...
was an Adventist - so was my Dog. I just called him "13th" because that was an unlucky number. You seem to know all about the Lineage of SDA Presidents.

He showed me NO LIGHT. He said you can tell a "DETRACTOR" -no-good "OFFSHOOT" because they speak of Adventists as "THEY!" and Sr. White NEVER said "THEY" she always said "WE!" What a Whopper! Shows he never even BOTHERED to CHECK - ot he would have found "THEY","THEM","THEIR" 100 Times in 5 Pages! T2:439-445. This also shows WHO is "TEARING DOWN" - and by whose side SATAN stands. RE-MARK all your Books when it speaks of God's PEOPLE in RED - and when only God's PROFESSED PEOPLE (the Fakes) MARK them in BLUE or BLACK - and your Books will take on NEW MEANING.

HUDSON and the ADVENTISTS do not know the DIFFERENCE of the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS as shown in the FOOTNOTES to the "SHAKING" chapter T1:180 - he thinks ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3 is a BLESSING to OLD DRUG-SHOT. Not knowing that is speaking of 2 Classes. The same with TM 15 and the BIG SYNAGOGUE also called "CHURCH!" on the NEXT PAGE! But no Adventist Minister would EVER point that out he would not DARE! No sooner than he would DARE to read T6:408 in any SDA Church.

You can get the GENUINE ORIGINAL 1884 GC from BBH. (That means "BOOK & BIBLE HOUSE." They now call it A-B-C,) The SET of the 4 ORIGINAL SOP Books is about $30.00 and BOOK 4 is the one we call "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY." Although all 4 were the SOP SERIES and also the GC SERIES. Book 1 was PP - Book 4 was your GC. There were no FAKE "URIAH SMITH HISTORICAL RECORDS" in the ORIGINAL - but the FORUM "SPECTRUM" LAWYERS do not seem to know that- nor care. They just want to get rid of ELLEN WHITE.

DUKE ELLINGTON was a BIG BLACK "BLUES" Singer in the "DIRTY 30's", he sang "Give me plenty of NOTHING! and NOTHINGS plenty for me!" And that is the Song the AWAKEN- ing Sings. NO-works, NO-law, NO-effort, NO-legalism, NO-obedience, NO-Most Holy Place, NO-Sanctuary, NO-Perfection, just a Bunch of City-Slum Trash that "KNOW-NOTHING!" "DO-NOTHINGand KNOW-NOTHING!" RH A1:192,202. T6:425. SM 2:18}. God is going to Wipe the World clean of that Trash! refuse to even "TRY!" to behave. WRIGHT calls it a "DOUBLE SIN" to TRY! VENDEN says it only makes matters WORSE! HUDSON and LITTERELL rail at the SIN of "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" That, also - is in the TALMUD. HEPPENSTALL is the leading "MONEY BAGS" that is FORCING the GENERAL CONFERENCE to Harbor these FORD-BRINSMEAD-PAXTON-COE-NUMBERS and other BUMS!

A JEWEL of a New Book out now WHITE ESTATE and SOUTHERN PUB. Assoc. "FAITH + WORKS" (about $2.00) ABC-BBH. MARK this Book TWICE! and you might find the Truth of the Plan of Salvation and "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH." I will have to write a FLYER on this.

"FAT-HEAD THE 13th" took this Denomination into FORD FOUNDATION $2,000,000.00. BIO-TOXICAL (POISON DRUG) TESTING from which they made DOZENS of NEW DRUGS that FAT-HEAD got over 600 Adventist Doctors to TEST on SDA's. Used them for GUINEA PIGS - also for SALK VACCINE & BLOOD BANKS. The Lord gave them a $1,000,000.00 FIRE by which to CELEBRATE! That very Building. He also said we will yet see the END will be DIFFERENT than EGW said. And, after all she did not have any "PROPHETIC INSIGHT" after all so said SPICER-DANIELLS-FROOM-FIGUHR-FORD-BRINSMEAD. We have 50 PREDICTIONS of what they said they would do. Only a few more to go. They must get POWER-MIRACLES-and Satan come down to Honor them. But that may be AFTER their Probation is CLOSED! T9:97.

The TORAH TALMUD LOVER Publication claims their DESIRE to set up a NEW WORLD ORDER as in the Days of Christ vs JUDAS-BARABBAS-HIGH-PRIESTS the SAME DEADLY ASPIRATIONS caused them to ORIGINATE the well-known Adventist Slogan that they would be "THE HEAD and not the TAIL!" p. 37-8.

JERUSALEM POST NEWS NOTE "The first 33 Popes were Jews...the Salvation Army...William Booth was a Jew...Karl Marx was a Jew." p. 38.

JESUS OF NAZARETH - a JEW - and JOHN THE BAPTIST - a JEW - called these TALMUDIC "ONE WORLDER ILLUMINATI" by the right name "Generarion of Vipers!" Matt.12:34. 23:33. The JEWS who come OUT from among them are "CHRISTIANS!"

ORAL ROBERTS said those who have NO PREJUDICES are either DEAD, a LIAR, or a FOOL.

THEY HAD POWER when they taught the Truth, but when they dropped one Standard after the other because the FROOM-ANDERSONS thought (as does BRINSMEAD) that they must teach the SAME as BABYLON - they lost their POWER.
Dear: "14-year old Girl".

I am not giving your Name because Names do not matter. I was going to set aside your Letter for the next Round, but I think I can take care of it, there is enough space here, if I write in "Telegram Style."

Your Plea is, as with many others, Examine your use of the King's English. And a Servent of God should be "GEN-TLE unto all men...MEEK..." etc. (2Tim.2:24-5. Titus 3:2,3.)

There are many Religions that started out being "MEEK" to all men - like the MORMANS-DOUKHOBORS(Dukhobors) - who had to change their Mind. It is one thing to have a STANDARD, and quite another sometimes to keep it.

To put it in the RAW-should red-blooded men stand by while their Women and Girls are Raped and Abused? Try to picture yourself in the Role of a MAN and do NOTHING! I was nurtured on ZANE GREY BOOKS where the MORMONS had to CHANGE-THIER-MINDS! And strike BACK! And, of course the LAW of God PROTECTS the INNOCENT by HANGING the GUILTY! But, of course we would not expect the WOMEN and CHILDREN to do that. There is where we have a SEPARATION between the Gender of the Species.

I fell in Love with ELLEN WHITE when she wrote: "STOCKHOLM has been called the VENICE of the North...It was from SWEDEN that deliverance came to GERMANY in her terrible struggle against the Papal armies during the 30 years War. The Imperial forces had swept over the Protestant States of Germany, to the shores of the Baltic Sea, and were looking across its waters to a CONQUEST which should extend the Papal Dominion over the countries of the North...For years the work of RUIN had been going forward. Other Nations looked on, but lifted no hand to interpose. Even England stood apart. And in Germany itself, some of the Protestant Princes had so far LOST the spirit of the REFORMATION that they contented themselves with APPEALS and PROTESTS, and lent NO AID to their brethren struggling against such fearful odds.

"Then it was that Gustavus II, the King of little Sweden, came to the deliverance of the oppressed Nations. It was a HERCULEAN task which he had undertaken. With slender means and a small Army he must encounter an enemy that possessed exhaustless resources and unnumbered forces. But FAITH-THAT-GOD, whose CAUSE he was undertaking, would sustain him, urged him FORWARD to become the DEFENDER of PROT- ESTANTISM.

"Like a dying man he set his house in order," and bade a solemn farewell to the States, which he was never to see again. With his little force he landed on the shores of
"Germany on the 24th of June, 1630. exactly a hundred years from the day when the Augsburg Confession had been presented to Charles V. The emperor Ferdinand heard with contemptuous indifference of the coming of Gustavus. The proud courtiers of Vienna "looked in the State Almanac to see where the country of the little Gothic king was situated." Even the Protestant princes failed to discern their DELIVERER in a guise so humble. They had hoped for assistance from some POWERFUL nation, but what help could a petty kingdom like Sweden bring them? But the Lord delivereth neither by few nor by many, THE ARMIES OF FERDINAND could not stand against the ATTACKS of GUSTAVUS. VICTORY after VICTORY attended the Protestant arms. In the full tide of success, Gustavus fell; but his people, true to the purpose for which his blood was shed, continued the struggle, until a PEACE was won which delivered all Northern Europe from the Papal YOKE." P. 191-3. PRACTICAL ADDRESSES and NOTES OF TRAVEL by EGW. Published in 1886. IMPRIMERIE POLYGLOTTE - BASLE. Reprinted by WILDWOOD PRESS, WILDWOOD, GEORGIA.

Many think that no Christian should be in the Army in the Old Testament times. Yes. But in the New Testament times. No. But the above is a SURPRISE! These were NEW TESTAMENT TIMES, and God was with the PROTESTANT ARMIES.

"Delivered by Mrs. E.G.White to the Swiss Conference and the European Missionary Council held at BASLE-Sept. 1885." p. 119.

Here we are not talking about WORDS and LANGUAGE, but the SWORD! and ACTION! "We are told the people of these countries will be PLEASED with our discourses if we dwell on the LOVE of Jesus. Of this they never tire, BUT WE ARE IN DANGER OF LOSING OUR CONGREGATIONS if we dwell on the STERNER questions of DUTY and the LAW of God. There is a SPURIOUS experience prevailing EVERYWHERE." p. 188.

THEN THE SAME BOOK takes us to ITALY the Home of the BEAST and the WALSENSIANS in the PIEDMONTENE ALPS. With her Party, ELLEN WHITE climbed for three-quarters of an hour to a large open Plat and a large House built of Stone 800 years old. Here many of the Waldenses found shelter from their PERSECUTORS, but SPIES-SOLDIERS were sent to EXTERMINATE them: "Were brutally MASSACRED!"

Two who were wounded fled to the Rocks a few rods above us, where they dragged their wounded bodies through a narrow passage into a Cave which extended 30 feet underground. "But a Satanic spirit drove humanity from the hearts of their pursuers, and led them to devise a means
of killing these wounded men whom they could not capture. Wood
and leaves were piled at the various crevices of the Rock, and set on fire, and the prisoners soon perished from SUFFICATION." p. 239,240.

I wish you could read this account for yourself, even though I believe the WILDWOOD PRESS shortened it. But these Christians, FLEEING into the rugged slopes of the Mountains 6,000 feet above the level of the Valley, WOMEN-INFANTS-OLD MEN were placed for Safety in a CAVE-GROTTO, "they deemed themselves secure."

But after repeating the FIRE - when the Smoke cleared away they found 400 Infants, suffocated in their cradles, or in the arms of their dead Mothers. "there perished in this cavern more than 3,000 Vaudois, including the ENTIRE POPULATION of the Valley of Loyse." "TERROR, MOURNING, and DEATH...WHOLE VILLAGES were given to the Flames." p. 240-1.

DID THESE PEOPLE STRIKE BACK? LUTHER brought the Message of PEACE - and no VIOLENCE. But in the Providences of God as with the DISCIPLES hunted and hounded by the KILLER PHARI-SEE CHURCH-LEADERS as in the Case of the MORMONS as in the Case of the US WAR between NORTH and SOUTH.

The Lord permitted a certain amount of SLAUGHTER to record the SATANIC SPIRIT of the OPPRESSORS and to show how His Truth would be BURIED if He did not Act. And so we find it is not all ONE-SIDED! THE LAW turned on the JEWS and BEAT-THEM-UP! AA 253. As He put the PHILISTINE HORDES to FLIGHT! So he acted in behalf of the PROTEST-ANTS as He gave ROME more then she bargained for when the MOHAMMEDAN HORDES swept through EUROPE and had the CATHOLIC WORLD TREMBLING in FEAR and terror finding their own CITIES set to the Torch, their own Women and Children beaten to Death, Raped and Enslaved. This is PARTLY what gave GUSTAVUS of SWEDEN a great measure of VICTORY!

Then who STOPPED the MOHAMMEDAN HORDES that swept all before them? Was it the CATHOLICS? HOSTORY RECORDS but the EFFEMINATE MINISTRY given to becoming WOMEN and NOT MEN! have FORGOTTEN what happened. The German General "HERMAN" changed the Course of HISTORY, led the "ONE GOD" ISLAMIC ARMIES into a TRAP in the FORESTS of VIENNA! Cut them to pieces! Pursued them, until they DROVE THEM BACK where they came from in AFRICA! from which they NEVER RECOVERED! They received their DEADLY WOUND! as did ROME. And Sr. White says "God was with them!"

This is meant to give us HOPE. When we TREMBLE with FEAR and cannot take the RIGHT SIDE, GOD will take care of His "LITTLE FLOCK!" "..He will AVENGE them SPEEDILY!" pp. 203. Luke 18:7,8.
AS THE SMUG CATHOLICS—AS THE SMUG JEWS IN THEIR "HOLY CITY"—AS THE SMUG ADVENTISTS IN THEIRS think they can DEFY GOD with their POISONOUS DRUGS and drive out all who QUESTION them "the PURIFICATION will COME!"

But not as the ROGERITES—HOUTEFITES—BACHANDITES—LELIA WILKINSONS—NAGALITES—HUDSONITES and all those who see 144,000 of this ONE TRIBE of JUDAH being SEALED and go out VICTORIOUSLY! giving the alleged "LOUD CRY!"

NOT ONE OF THEM WILL BELIEVE THIS:

"the TIME is coming when we shall be SEPARATED and SCATTERED, and EACH ONE OF US will have to STAND WITHOUT THE PRIVILEGE OF COMMUNION with those of like precious Faith." CWE 42.

AND AT THAT TIME:

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...THE ANCIENT MEN...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not Bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211. "In the LAST SOLEMN WORK...HE CANNOT USE THEM IN THE SHAKING TESTING TIME...are CUT DOWN...MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHEN." T5:80-1. "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former Brethen." GC 608.

ARE YOU SURE?

Some of the "LANGUAGE" that offends you—are you SURE it is not the LANGUAGE of the BIBLE and the SOP?

"HOEHN SAID NOT ONE ADVENTIST INSTITUTION WILL REMAIN"

NO! Hoehn never said that. Adventists are FAST fulfilling their Destiny. SELLING out to the World. It is "US" GOD'S PEOPLE" who give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the ADVENTISTS (see these words MISSING from EW 269 but found in the ORIGINAL T1:179.) and it is these "GOD'S PEOPLE (NOT ADVENTISTS) that will be SCATTERED and ALONE." T5:463. EW 105,120. GC 142,395. PUR 203.

"THERE IS A POINT...when it is time for God to INTERFERE...WRATH against the Day of WRATH; and when the TIME COMES, and the INIQUITY is FULL, THEN God will do His strange work...the WRATH OF God will fall...the very Earth will be DESOLATED." SM 2:372-3.

THE FATE OF ADVENTISTS IS TO SO UNITE WITH LAWYERS AND THE WORLD THAT NO DISTINCTION CAN BE SEEN!" "In the CLOSING WORK of God in the Earth...in the Hour of greatest peril...the Voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. BOLDLY WILL MEN (not Milquetoasts!) MEN of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of the CHURCH with the WORLD." PK 186-7.

This heavenly task will NOT be given to anyone teaching JONES—WAGGNER—BALLINGER "I AM SAVED—SINLESS—HOLY!!" who see 144,000 of that FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH give the "LOUD CRY!" What they give is the "OMEGA" found in SM 1:204-5.
In NATURE we have MOTHERS (COWS) CHILDREN (CALVES) and MEN (BULLS). When Danger threatens the COWS herd their Young into the Center, and the BULLS face the Danger. TO PROTECT THE FLOCK, how long will they last if the MEN begin cיכling "LOVE", as ALL-RELIGIOUS-POPULAR EVANGELISTS are now doing. Trying to OUT-DO each other. It is UNCOMMONLY STRANGE to hear a Holy Hell Priest who believes in the TALMUD-DANTE'S INFERNO SCREAMING TORMENT talk about the LOVE of God! It is SICKENING! Their HEADS as well as their COLLARS are screwed on BACKWARDS! No, I will not apologize for that Statement! I will let them bray in the California Breeze for all who will listen to them, or who go to them for something called "GOSPEL!" As do BLIND LAODICEANS calling MORE and MORE of these Holy Hell Priests to their Platforms, like PAXTON-PANNENBERG-LARSON-BARNHOUSE-MARTIN-BALLENGER. Neither I nor God will ever forgive them! They are a HOLD of every FOUL SPIRIT and a CAGE of every UNCLEAN BIRD! And THAT is the LAST MESSAGE. That came in 1800 - it is Rev. 18.

"HISTORY OF THE REFORMATION" of the 16th. Century. by J.H. MERLE D'AUBIGNE. D.D. Vol.3. AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY. 1849. p. 14. "The moderation of the day," said (LUTHER), "is to bend the knee before sacrilegious pontiffs, impious sophists, and to say to them: Gracious Lord! Excellent master! Then, when you have done so, you may put any one you please to death; you may even convulse the world, and you will be none the less a MAN OF MODERATION...AWAY WITH SUCH MODERATION! I would rather be frank and deceive no one, The shell may he hard, but the kernel is soft and tender."

p. 19. "(their) adult MEN become CHILDREN, and remain so forever."

p. 23. "LUTHER consented to delay the publication of his treatise; he even permitted MELANCHTHON to erase the most violent passages."

p. 24. "Your electoral highness," wrote he from the depth of the retreat in which he was hidden,"has set up again in Halle the idol that swallows the money and the souls of poor Christians."

p. 29. "This INDEPENDENCE of man, this submission to God, which he had learned in the Holy Scriptures, he desired to impart to the Church." (ELLEN WHITE: "INDIVIDUAL INDEPENDENCE and INDIVIDUAL POWER are the qualities NOW NEEDED."

p. 35. "SPAIN...WAR BROKE OUT...CHARLES, thus attacked on al sides, was forced to FORGET the monk of Worms..."

p. 55. George of Saxony..."Some," said he, "deny that the soul is IMMORTAL. Others (and these are monks!) attach bells to swine and set them to drag the relics of..."
St. Anthony through the streets, and then throw them into the mire. All this is the fruit of LUTHER'S teaching!...PUNISH the UNGODLY AUTHORS!"

p. 65. "It was a question whether it were possible to REFORM without DESTROYING, and clear the way..."

p. 82. "The ROUGHNESS and occasional VIOLENCE of LUTHER'S language had often repelled many, But here was a man (MEL- ANCHTHON) who explained those mighty truths...with great ELEGANCE of style, exquisite taste..."

p. 88-92. Now we come to a CRISIS! THE KING OF ENGLAND an APOLOGIST for the POPE, ATTACKED Luther"he produces nothing but WIND...a Wolf of Hell, a poisonous Viper! a limb of the Devil!" LUTHER was going to reply in indignation, his friends tried to stop him, but NOTHING could stop him from Writing "HENRY VIII, the new Thomas...the fury of STUPID ASSES and SWINE of the brood of Thomas Aquinas...Let these HOGS advance if they dare...I am waiting for them...this ABOMINABLE HERD."

p. 93. "LUTHER called Dr. Eck an ASS and Henry VIII a HOG." Here they TOOK OFF - people were USED to the PAPAL CALUMNISTS taking after their OPPONENTS but certainly were NOT USED to anyone REPLYING! This changed the Course of History, just like Christ used "LANGUAGE!" to down His Enemies. This gave people COURAGE to say anf feel the SAME WAY against these PIOUS IMPOSTERS masquerading in the GUISE of "WOLVES in SHEEP'S CLOTHING!"

p. 102. Placing the BIBLE in the hands of the people caused the FURY of the FRIARS and MONKS to know no bounds. "...CHALLENGED the doctors to a public disputation. WOMEN and CHILDREN, artisans and soldiers knew MORE of the BIBLE than the doctors of the schools or the priests of the altars..."

p. 131. "The states gave the Pope to understand that the TRADITIONS of men were the source of all this CORRUPTION." (Now how will it be to do the same, and "SHOW THEM" all the "CORRUPTIONS which have been entering the Churches since 1844." 1884 GC 421. (Who was the EFFEMINATE MILQUE- TOAST that lifted this OUT of your GC 603?)

My Notes are not ended-but my Space is. MOSES was the "HUMBlest" man on Earth. And the man who preached so wonderfully on "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" his BIBLE TEACHER came 400 miles to tell me how he would TEAR across Town to a Fat Adventist Dame (every Evening and everybody knew it) as he told her all about the "LOVE!" of MOSES that he once Killed a man, but he never Killed anyone anymore! But he PRAYED for the GOLDEN CALF FORNICATORS - "LORD, FORGIVE THEM!" or else...
Moses said, take my Name out of that Old Book of Life of yours! THAT SWEPT THE ADVENTIST CHURCH in the 30's from Church to Church. And is so WONDERFUL "Leaves of Autumn" had to Re-print it. T3:298-304.

(1) MOSES said WHO is on the Lord's side?
(2) WHO took part around the GOLDEN CALF and is SORRY.
(3) BEFORE THAT he called on all who had NOT taken part to stand at his RIGHT HAND with their NAKED SWORDS in their hands. Those who had taken part but who recognized their Sin - stand at his LEFT HAND but without Swords.
(4) WHO-DID-THAT-LEAVE? That left those who HAD sinned who were DEFIAN'T about it. As the FORNICATORS of Today who SNEER at "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"

Up to this there is no PRAYING by MOSES! He hangs 3,000 HEADS up to Dry in the Sun, he wipes 3,000 Swords clean T3:301. SG 1:42. SG 3+4 (part 2) 39. BEFORE HE-PRAYED!

For those that were LEFT! THAT was the SPIRIT of MOSES the HUMBlest man that ever lived. WHAT-IS-THE-ANSWER? He was HUMBLe to God - NOT to man! (Not to [DAH])

And take COURAGE from the HISTORY of the WALDENSIANS, they prepared BATTLEMENTS, ROCKS that could be released by the Swing of an Axe, an Army sent by the Papacy came to a certain Point in the sweep Mountain Trail, they let go a Cascade of ROCKS so they could not go Ahead. And before they could turn and Flee, they Swung another Axe so they could not go Back. Then they let go more AMMUNITION of the ROCKS until they WIPEd OUT THAT ARMY. The Pope sent ARMY after ARMY and they WIPEd-IT-ALL-OUT! Until the Papacy quit sending ARMIES! So the Agents of the Devil do not have everything their way.

This is to give us COURAGE in the Days ahead, that OUR GOD is able to Defend us no matter what the Odds.

Since she wrote that, why did she say NOT to JOIN the ARMY? What is the SENSE of doing like the CATHOLICS, good Catho-
lic shooting good Catholic on BOTH SIDES! This is not over RELIGION! This is POLITICS! A War over COMMERCE! No PRINI-
PALS involved whatever! Trying to DOWN the other NATION! Not DEMONINATIONS! We do not Fight in such Wars. God's people are too FEW to lead any ARMY. And God will send His Lightning Bolts after them as they FLEE to the ISOLATED PLACES.

People WEAK - let the WICKED walk over them - read where they should be more GENTLE-KIND-FORGIVING and are led into UNITY with the OPEN ENEMIES of God. To read such Texts is an INJURY to them. They need to read that they should be MEN - STAND in the "BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD!" EW 69. "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" and "SEPARATE." Matt. 25:6-10. Rev. 18. This is the LAST MESSAGE."
1960 - the Hudson Awakening - no Effort - no MHP.
1970 - the Maxwell Book asking ANTICHRIST to come.
1971 - a Deal between WILSON and BRINSMEAD.
1970 - HARDINGE denies MHP for GC Session.
1972 - RDB goes over to HEPPENSTALL.
1973 - 3-fold UNITY in "KEY '73!"
1979 - FORD - FORUM - PUC.
1980 - COTTRELL - LLU.

What next = ???
Where next = ??

* * *
* * *
* * *

Cataracts

60 = Jews
33 = POPES

48 = Foundation

48 = Law is Trees
35 = Snare
66 = Language

Gospel is Fruit

What?!